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JMU upholds principles
of Madison, Terry says
By Paulene Pakidis
staff writer

Staff photo by C. DOUGLAS SMITH
Dr. Ronald Carrier recognized Virginia Attorney General Mary Sue Terry
as one of the "true leaders of the Commonwealth" at Founders' Day,

On its 82nd birthday, JMU still
serves the same principles of free
speech and education upheld by its
namesake, according to Virginia
Attorney General Mary Sue Terry.
In the annual Founders' Day speech
Saturday, Terry said, "It is only fitting
that an institution that would be
formed many years later had its
principal focus on the teaching
profession because of its vital
importance."
Founders' Day, held every year,
celebrates the founding of JMU's
forerunner, the State Normal and
Industrial School for Women at
Harrisonburg.
Terry said all people must realize
their similarities while valuing their
differences.
"I have had the occasion as an adult
to recognize the extraordinary value not

only of diversity but for the
appreciation of diversity not just
because it's right, but because it lies in
our enlightenment and self interests,"
Terry said.
"With such a diversified group of
people, JMU students are men and
women who are seeking to know how
to live," she said.
Terry also quoted St. Hcilige
Hildcgard Van Bingcn, one of her
favorite writers, who thought
leadership was two parts hope and one
part awakening.
Hildegard's favorite word was
"interconnecledness." Terry compared
that word to a word used today,
"interdependence."
"We are all part of one family and
community," she said. "We all live
under one sky.
"Whether we watch students protest
in China, watch walls come tumbling
See FOUNDERS page 2 >

D-hall overhaul to begin next week;
Burruss Hall and Business building
scheduled to be done next winter
By David Harrington
staff writer

A renovation of Gibbons Dining Hall and the
completion of the College of Business building and
Burruss Hall are among campus construction projects
scheduled for the 1990-91 school year.
A S2.7 million renovation of D-hall is scheduled to
begin next week and is slated for completion Aug.
23. Actual construction will run from May 7 through
Aug. 17, with the extra week on both sides used for
moving equipment and furniture.
According to Steve Knickrchm, director of facilities
planning, exam week was chosen as the starting date
because it is a "traditionally light week." "One of
the dining halls will be closed, and they'll begin some
demolition in there," Knickrchm said. "Then after the
students leave, they'll begin the asbestos removal
with the contractor coming in for renovation after the
removal."
The renovation will include installing new
furnishings, wall coverings and floor coverings.
Larger drink stauons and a change in the serving lines

also are planned.
But most of the renovation will involve upgrading
the electrical system.
Plans for the area outside of D-hall include
widening the sidewalks and building a pedestrian plaza
between D-hall and the Warren Campus Center.
The plaza will be similar the one currently between
Carrier Library and Keezell Hall. In addition to the
plaza, new landscaping will surround the area.
With the renovations, summer school students with
a meal plan most likely will have to eat at PC
Dukes, the Shenandoah Room at Chandler Hall or the
Steakhousc.
If the renovation is not completed by the Aug. 17
deadline, a penalty clause in the contract will require
the contractor to pay S8,(X)0 each day past that date to
make up the cost of any contingency plans enacted.
R. Davis Griffin, JMU's food services director,
developed the contingency plans, but he could not be
reached for comment because of illness.
If the renovation is not completed, Knickrchm said
See CONSTRUCTION page 2 >

Staff photo by CHRIS HAWS
Sigma Kappa sisters battle to stay put in
tug-of-war during Sigma Chi's Derby Days
Saturday. See complete story on page 3.
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he thinks Griffin has plans for
refunding money on a per-meal basis
so students can eat in other places and
converting the Phillips Center
Ballroom into a food services
operation.
"It's not just one thing, his staff, and
he have a large stack of contingency
plans," Knickrchm said. "We hope we
never collect a penny. We want the
project completed by Aug. 17."
The College of Business building
and Burruss Hall are scheduled to be
completed in the 1990-91 school year.
"They're both scheduled to be
finished next winter," with the
university installing equipment from
winter to spring, and then the
programs moving in after the spring
semester is over," Knickrchm said. "In
the fall of 1991, everyone will be
operating in the new buildings."
At the end of the winter, all the
external construction should be
completed, and the process of
installing the electrical systems in
both of the buildings then will begin.
Next spring, computer laboratories
will be installed in the College of
Business building, and a VAX
mainframe computer system and
equipped laboratories will be placed in
Burruss Hall.

Staff photo by FRED NORTH
A construction worker works on the business building near Eagle,
Chandler and Shorts Halls. It is scheduled for completion next winter.

The buildings then will be ready for
use in the fall semester of 1991.
The expansion of PC Dukes will
begin next summer. But unlike D-hall,
it will continue to operate in the fall
and winter months with protective
barriers located at the entrances for
safety white under construction.
Other upcoming projects include a
150,000-square-foot recreation building

beside the Convocation Center, an
expansion and addition to the Warren
Campus Center, and a fourth-floor
addition to Carrier Library.
These projects were part of JMU's
capital budget given to the General
Assembly this session. JMU was
given appropriations for planning but
not given a full appropriation to go
ahead with construction.
"Basically, they were saying to go
ahead and plan, but the money wasn't
there for a full appropriation,"
Knickrehm said. "Next year's short
session of the General Assembly is
when we'll present the projects again
for allocations."
If money is allocated to any or all of
those projects, ground probably will be
broken in the fall of 1991 with a
tentative completion date in August
1993 for each of these projects.
The recreation building would be a
$17-milIion project. A swimming
pool, locker rooms, classrooms and a
large weight room would be enclosed
in the basement level.
The ground floor would include nine
racquetball courts, six basketball and
volleyball courts and activity space.
Four team rooms for teams that
currently use Godwin Hall for space
but play and practice on the fields
around the Convocation Center also
would be included.
A lounge area with two glass walls
would overlook the pool and one of the
racqetball courts.
A third floor, with space above the
team rooms, would serve as office
space — possibly for the recreational
activities department.
See CONSTRUCTION page 7 >•
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down in Berlin or a man walk through
a door after 27 years in South Africa,
we should recognize that we are part of
a largtf whole." she said.
Terry closed her speech by
challenging students to "know how to
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hold up the values of diversity on one
hand and interdependence on the other.
Be it thankful that on an earlier time, a
man known as Jimmy Madison to his
friends, did the same thing."
Presently serving her second term as
Attorney General, Terry will become
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president of the National Association
of Attorney Generals in June.
She the first Virginian —and the
first woman — to take on this role.
Terry also has served in the Virginia
House of Delegates for five terms.
She earned her bachelor's degree at
Westhampton College of the
University of Richmond, and her
master's and law degrees at the
University of Virginia.
During the ceremony, Terry also was
given an honorary doctorate of law
degree from JMU.
In his introduction to Terry's speech,
JMU President Ronald Carrier called
her" "one of the true leaders of the
Commonwealth for the 1980s and
'90s."
"Students need an outstanding leader
and role model in order to inspire
them, and Mary Sue Terry is definitely
that woman," Carrier said. "She is
making a difference for women at
James Madison University."
Also during Founders' Day, Pamela
D. Branncr, a communications and

political science double major, and
Heather P. Jones, an English major,
were named co-valedictorians for the
1990 graduating class.
Also during the convocation, Dr.
John C. Klippert, an associate
professor of mathematics, was
presented the James Madison
University Distinguished Teaching
Award.
Dr. Chong-Kun Yoon, professor of
history, and Sally M. Lance, associate
professor of music, were announced as
the 1990-91 Madison Scholars.
Founders' Day remembers the
establishment of the State Normal and
Industrial School for Women at
Harrisonburg on March 14, 1908 —
the founding of JMU's precursor.
But this was only one of four
incarnations of the school. It was
named Madison College in 1938 and
finally James Madison University on
July 1, 1977.
JMU is the only college or
university in the United States named
for Madison.
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NEWS
Miller Fellows learn
through leadership
By Michelle Silverman
stall writer
Attending Board of Visitors
meetings and serving on a
professor search committee hardly
sounds like student activities —
unless, of course, that student is a
Miller Fellow.
For about 10 hours a week, the
diverse group of seven students
known as Miller Fellows get a
close-up look at administrative
leadership at JMU. "It's a whole
side of the university you don't
see," said Miller Fellow Judy
Melincoff, who serves on the
Committee for the Classroom of
the 21st Century.
Created by JMU President
Ronald Carrier in the spring of
1989, the Miller Fellowship
program is named after former
JMU president George Tyler
Miller.
Students in the program must be
juniors with at least a 2.5 GPA.
They randomly are assigned to a
member of the President's
Cabinet, including the executive
assistant to the president, the
university's five vice presidents
and the athletic programs' director.
The program, a year-long
commitment, begins in the spring
and ends after the following fall
semester. Each student receives
S500 per semester and a total of
six credit hours.
"It's very rewarding to watch the
students enter at one level and
leave at another," said Dr. Mark

Warner, executive assistant to the
president and coordinator of the
program.
Miller Fellow Scott Ford said,
"It's interesting to see that you can
develop your own leadership
style."
The program also enables
students to see the university's
decision-making process up close.
"Before I was a Miller Fellow, it
seemed like decisions were just
handed down and you didn't see the
process," Kirsten Hawley said.
"As a Miller Fellow, I see the
process of how the administration
makes decisions and how they are
sure everyone's needs are met as
best as possible."
But the life of a Miller Fellow
extends beyond learning solely
through observation. Fellows
serve on committees and work on
individual projects with their
supervisor.
And Katie Dawcs feels her
experience as a Miller Fellow has
gone beyond leadership. "I'm
learning a lot about the structure
of JMU and interpersonal skills on
all different levels," she said.
"It's a great personal experience
— things you can't learn in a
classroom."
,
The Miller Fellowship Program
also is beneficial to members of
the President's Cabinet. By
receiving direct student input, the
Cabinet is aided in making their
decisions. "It helps keep me in
touch with what's going on with
students," Warner said.

Staff photo by C. DOUGLAS SMITH
Five Miller Fellows stand on the steps of Wilson Hall, where
they spend many hours working on leadership programs.

Derby Days raises $2,000 for charity
By Kristin Fulcher
staff writer
__
Sigma Chi fraternity raised $2,000
for charity last week through their first
annual Derby Days — their version of
the largest national fund-raiser
sponsored by a Greek organization.
The money, which was raised from
Harrisonburg merchants, will be split
between the fraternity and Alpha Chi
Omega sorority, the winner of various
competitions held throughout the
week.
The merchants donated either money
or goods to Sigma Chi or bought
advertising in the Derby Days booklet.

a description of the week for
competitors.
Sigma Chi will donate $1,000 to
their national philanthropy, the
National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children. The other $1,000
will go to the Alpha Chi Omega
foundation, which funds Easter Seals,
Cystic Fibrosis and the MacDowell
Colony.
According to Drew Firment, Sigma
Chi's Derby Days chairman, the event
began in 1935 at the University of
California at Berkeley and has since
become the largest collegiate
fund-raiser in the nation.
The Virginia Tech chapter of Sigma

Chi fraternity raised almost $10,000
last year, and JMU's Sigma Chi
chapter visited Tech for pointers on
JMUs Derby Days.
With the help of their two Sigma
Chi coaches, sororities competed
during the week for points in a variety
of competitions:
• Monday, sororities dressed Sigma
Chi members in each sorority's letters
for a Dec-AS ig contest
Later that night, the coaches were
initiated at the Belle Meade and a
banner contest also was held.
* Sigma Chi members wore derby
See DERBY page 5 >

Grad tuition rates
remain uncertain
By Kara Slaughter
staff writer
Graduate tuition rates for next year
are in the same turmoil as
undergraduate tuition rates, according
to the dean of JMU's graduate school.
"Due to an issue by Gov. [L.
Douglas] Wilder, both undergraduate
and graduate tuition rates set by the
Board of Visitors last week are no
longer valid," said Dr. Dorothy
Boyd-Rush, dean of the graduate
school.
Wilder said April 10 that state
schools are not allowed to raise tuition
>ee TUITION page 7 >■
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University Council passes plus/minus system
By Paulene Pakidis
staff writer

The plus/minus grading system,
approved by the Student Government
Association and the JMU Faculty
Senate, also was approved by the
University Council Thursday.
The proposal includes pluses and
minuses for As, Bs and Cs, but the
pluses and minuses do not affect
students' grade point averages. The
proposal also has a grandfather clause
— and so will not affect any current
students.
The proposal, presented by Dr.
Clarence Gcier, speaker of the faculty
senate, was approved by a 9 to 3 vote.
Also approved at the meeting was a
course repeat program, allowing
students to repeat any two courses in
which they received a D or an F.
The original grades will be on the
students' transcript, but will have no
affect on GPA, said Dr. David
Zimmerman, associate vice president
for academic affairs. Students may
repeat the classes at any time during
their JMU career.
Also, the home economics education
concentration and home economics
family life classes were deleted from
the JMU catalog due to a departmental
reorganization.
Dr. Dorothy Boyd-Rush, dean of
JMU's graduate school, proposed that a
policy formally be approved for
students enrolled in classes lasting
longer than one semester.
In the present 1990-91 catalog, the
policy is patterned after the
undergraduate statement. Boyd-Rush

said, "The new policy will be more
tailored,'' for the 1991-92 catalog.
Also at the meeting. Dr. Linwood
Rose, vice president of administration
and finance, said the Gibbons Dining
Hall renovation will begin the day after
graduation and should be finished by
Aug. 23.
During the first two weeks, asbestos
will be removed and the dining area
will be renovated.
The bluestone pedestrian plaza
between Carrier Library and Kcczcll
Hall also will be extended to reach
D-hall and the Warren Campus Center.
This area is meant to "open up the
congestion that takes place between 11

a.m. and 2 p.m.," Rose said. This area
will feature a park-type atmosphere
with benches as well as some
landscaping.
An additional residence hall, housing
about ISO students, is scheduled to be
built adjacent to Ashby Hall, across
from the new music building.
A fourth floor for Carrier Library
also is tentatively planned for
completion in 1993.
Burruss Hall and Sonner Hall are
expected to be completed around
Christmas.
Also at the meeting. Dr. Al Menard,
associate vice president for student
affairs, said the following

organizations were recognized: Kappa
Delta Rho fraternity, JMU Association
of Jazz Educators, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity and Students for
International Experiences.
JMU now has about 115
university-recognized organizations on
campus.
Joe Clement, the new University
Program Board chairman, said the
Connells will be in concert at PC
Ballroom Thursday at S p.m.
Admission is $5.
Also, Donny Dent, an artist who
paints by throwing paint on canvas,
will appear on the Warren Campus
Center patio at noon Thursday.

Faculty Senate studies plus/minus' effect on faculty
By Christine Boltz

faculty senate reporter

Hours before the University Council
approved the plus/minus system at its
meeting Thursday, the Faculty Senate
analyzed the proposal's effect on
faculty.
If the approved plus/minus grading
system is adopted, it may be reviewed
again within two years to give faculty
and staff a chance to see how well the
system is working.
The proposal then was recommended
to the University Council, which met
later the same day.
The proposed system includes grades
of plus and minus for As, Bs and Cs
but has no effect upon students' grade
point averages. The system will go in
effect for incoming freshmen this year
and will have no affect on students

currently enrolled at JMU.
At the meeting, the senate also
discussed potential problems with the
proposed system. One senate member
said the system may be confusing for
employers and graduate schools,
because a student can have all C
minuses but retain a 2.0 GPA.
And although a grade with a plus
will help students applying to graduate
schools and searching for jobs, a
minus grade will only hurt students.
Faculty members also had been
worried that the system would create
more paperwork for faculty members,
but at the meeting it was announced
that a computer will determine which
students fall under the plus/minus
system.
The faculty senate also approved a
course repeat proposal allowing
students to repeat two courses in which

they received a D or F. The original
grades will remain on the student's
transcript, but will not affect the
students' GPA.
The policy will take effect during
registration for spring 1991.
One faculty senate member suggested
an amendment be added allowing
students to repeat classes in which they
received any grade, not just a D or an
F. If a student wanted an A in a class
but was getting a C, it would be easier
to fail the class and repeat it — trying
later for an A — than to simply get a
C in it, the member said.
At the meeting. Dr. Russell Warren,
vice president for academic affairs,
thanked the faculty senate for years of
good work.

See SENATE page 7 >

EARTH recycling program may be adopted by JMU
By Joe Kornik
staff writer

Due to recent changes in
recycling quotas mandated by the
Department
of
Waste
Management,
the
JMU
administration soon may take over
a recycling project begun by
JMU's EARTH.
JMU might be required by law
to recycle at least 10 percent of all
solid waste produced on the
campus by the year 1991.
The school then will have to
recycle 15 percent of its solid
waste by 1993 and 25 percent by
the year 1995.
Beth Ising, EARTH'S recycling
director, said, "Right now we are
not really sure what is going on.
The administration has told
EARTH that they will be taking
over our recycling project, but
they aren't really sure when that is

EARTH, or
Environmental
Awareness
and
Restoration
Through our
Help, has
sponsored
recycling
programs
regularly
throughout the past
years.
Statt graphic by ELLEN STl

"Right now EARTH is
recycling about 2 to 3 percent of
the trash on campus," Ising said.
"We definitely need the

administration to take this
program over, because we will
never get up to the required ten
percent by 1991."

Regardless of what the
administration decides to do,
EARTH feels it is time recycling
becomes a top priority and not a
mere convenience.
"We [EARTH] are extremely
happy because the program that
we had started was beginning to
get too big for EARTH to
handle," Ising said. "We feel these
mandates are great because
recycling is something that the
university should be getting
involved with, and they probably
would not have if it weren't for the
mandates."
Recycling is the way of the
future, and we can no longer afford
to overlook the importance of it,
she said.
"By recycling we are saving
natural resources, we are ending
the era of a throw away society,
and I believe that it is about
time," Ising said.
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hats around campus Tuesday during a
competition called the Hunt for Herbie
the Derby. Each sorority tried to take
hats from the brothers for points.
• Wednesday, Sigma Chi sponsored a
beach volleyball tournament at the
Sigma Chi house and a Sorority Feud,
modeled after the television show

"It's a challenge
because we're
not on the Row,
but the sororities
really got
involved."
— Drew Firment
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority sisters celebrate after winning a tug-of-war contest.

Family Feud.
• A flag football tournament began
Thursday and ended Saturday.
• And the rain on Saturday did not
keep the sororities from participating
in Game Day on Hillside, where about

Alpha Chi Omega sorority won the
weeks events.
And Jennifer Sherwin, an Alpha
Sigma Alpha sister, was crowned
Derby Darling for showing the most
spirit during the week's games.
"We've had a really good turnout,"
said Jeff Cowles, one of the Sigma

100 girls competed in games like "skin
the snake" and the "egg drop,"
according to the Derby Days handbook.

S&%,

Kappa coaches.
"This is our first Derby Days, and
everyone has been enthusiastic about
it," he said.
Sigma Chi was recognized by their
national organization in 1987, and
recognized by JMU in 1989, but they
remain an off-campus fraternity.

Staff photo by CHRIS HAWS

"It is a challenge because we're not
on the Row, but the sororities really
got involved," Firment said.
"The most important thing was to
have fun," he added.
Cowles said, "Derby Days will be
our way to show the community that
wc arc more than a social fraternity."
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5 bedroom unit w/loft available in
HUNTERS RIDGE...
the most popular student community in
Harrisonburg.
Unit is in excellent condition and has
all of the features below:
•Completely equipped
.P.ushCarpetat°M,N^
kitchen including:
• Private Deck
Microwave,
•On-site Property Management
Dishwasher,
•On-site Security Service
Refrigerator with Ice
maker, Garbage
•Monthly Cleaning Service
Disposal, and Range
• Easy walking distance to
•Washer/Dryer in Unit
campus
•Completely Furnished •Convenient to Shopping
»Custom Blinds at all Windows
Call Hunters Ridge Management today at 434-5150.

WalkAmerica
WalkAmerica
WalkAmerica
Saturday, April 28
JMU Convo lot
9 a.m.

Walkers needed
to help raise
money.

Let Us Cater Your
Graduation Party!

Garden Deli
4 er

Three Days Notice Please

Food and fun
for everyone!
For info, call the

March of Dimes
434-7789
A great service project
for the end of the year!
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1560 S. Main Street
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While vou re in college, ;i Macintosh'
computer can help you organize your research Refine your ideas. And present them
MI a wro thai truly reflects your brilliance.
And that s only the beginning. Vnir
Macintosh will really make you shine when
you take those first steps into the real world.
toll can design a dynamite resume, keep track
i il your j< ih prospects in a data Ixise and
communicate \ our sterling background In
customized follcwHip letters.
Once you've landed your first job. a

Later

Macintosh can help take you all the way to
the top Because it will help you write, calculate, analyze and present your ideas in
the best possible manner
lint to really appreciate whal a Macintosh
can do tor you.you need to come in and
tr\ (Hie tor yourself And there will never lie
a Jn'tter time in vour lite to do that than tndav

The power to be your best."

JMU Bookstore
Warren Campus Center, 568-6121
Available to full-time students, faculty and staff.
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Tuition
> (Continued from page 3)

more than 6 percent — but JMU and
other state schools already had set rates
beyond that to make up for a 5-percent
cut in the state higher education
budget
The Board of Visitors will meet as
soon as possible to set new rates, but
they have not determined a meeting

date yet.

students.

The graduate tuition was set at $94
per credit hour for in-state students
next year, and at $255 per credit hour
for out-of-state students, Boyd-Rush
said.

Any further changes in the graduate
tuition rates will result in tuition
decreases.

Graduate tuition for this year was
$97 per credit hour for in-state

Boyd-Rush also said the high
graduate tuition costs may keep people
out of some of JMU's smaller graduate
programs.

Warren is leaving JMU to take over
the presidency of Northeast Missouri
State University in Kirksville, Mo.

had given to the faculty senate when he
had first come to JMU in 1984 — and
said the faculty senate had fulfilled
almost all of them.

is really a representation of the
willingness of the faculty to be more
challenging and at the same time, not
more difficult.

"I requested to come to this meeting
fundamentally to say thank you."
Warren said.
>
He read a list of recommendations he

"I think interdisciplinary education is
truly very important here," he said. "I
think, secondly, the student challenge
level is greatly improved. I think that

"And there's a great difference
between being challenging and being
difficult."
When Warren first came to JMU in

organizations and Student Government
Association offices. The ground floor
would have more lounge space,
meeting rooms and a 125- to
150-person reception room.
Much of the work would be
scheduled for the summer, with
renovations to the existing structure
taking place after the addition's
completion.
The fourth floor addition to Carrier

Library is "planning to be planned,"
Knickrehm said.

"Higher costs diminish our ability to
students, and $230 for out-of-state
attract people, and we of course are
interested in serving the needs of those
out-of-state students," Boyd-Rush said.
"However, the tuition is mandated by
the state, and we have to remain in
compliance with state guidelines."

Senate
> (Continued from page 4)

1984, he said he "didn't come for a job,
I came for a home. I'd like to thank
you all most importantly. I have felt,
almost every day, welcome here."
Thursday, the faculty senate will
hold a meeting to elect senate officers
and commissions for next year. New
members of committees also will
meet.

Construction>• (Continued from page 2)
Knickrehm said, "The space would
be for the use of all students with the
exception of the team rooms."
The proposed renovation and addition
to the Warren Campus Center would
cost about $7 million.
The addition would extend into the
adjacent E-lot and contain a relocated
game room, a commuter student
lounge, offices for student

Storage

"The current addition was built with
Ithe addition of a fourth floor in mind
Vs,o_the infrastructure is designed for an
addition, making it a little easier to
complete than most other additions,"
Knickrehm said. "However, it will be
trickier in some ways because it has to
stay open 12 months a year."
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We Rent Ryder Trucks
Proximity:

Call:
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Harrisonburg Self Storage
2557 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Location on Route 33E
lust 1/3 Mile Past
Valley Mall on the Right

Ibe Quality.
Ilx' Oyftsiininshi/i
ll.H- fttttmt iiiu Ik-svnv

Ot't'ice Hours:
9 dm - > pm Monddv - Friday
9 am - 12 noon Saturday
Closed Sunday
Gate Hours:
7 am - 9 pm
7 Days a Week

Harrisonburg
Self Storage

Date: ABrJl2filHA2ZUl-Time: 9=3. Place-.Jaliiflflfi^flyalLLohby
■ uiiii-
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For more information contact the
student accounting office at x6505.
At the Second Annual
Honors Award Banquet for the
College of Health and Human
Services, 35 JMU students received
awards.
Bambi Biggs, Gini Griffin, Janice
Horn, Kathleen Kiser, Patricia
Patane and Susan Wicdeman were
named the Dean Scholars.
Honor Award recipients included
Daiiiui Melton, Michell Crossctt,
Kim Gaddy, Brenda Kelley, Jennifer
Keusal, Jennifer Sobajian, Maria
Watts, Alicia White, Rebecca
Kidwell, Kathy Boericke, Krista
Brummett, Kathleen Kiser, Jeanne
Smith, Amy Yoder, Kathy
Menefee, Amy Watts, Patricia
Mason, Elizabeth Taliafero, Janene
Osborne, Rae Asbridge, Wanda
Seagroves, Bambi Biggs, Lori
Lombard and Carol Zacharias.

Summer lodging in Florence,
Italy is available for JMU faculty.
The lodging has two bedrooms,
two baths, a kitchen, a separate
dining room and a large living
room with a terrace.
A minimum stay of two weeks is
preferred and costs $700.
Reservations are taken on a
first-come, first-served basis.
They must be made with Connie
Coles in the Office of Sponsored
Research and External Programs at
x3592.
For more information about
faculty residence, contact Dr.
Kathleen Arthur, director of
semester in Florence at x6642.
Installment
payment
services for tuition and fees are to
be made available to students
through three outside agencies.
The Tuition Plan Inc., Academic
Management Services and Knight
Tuitions Payment Plans Inc. have
been endorsed by JMU to provide
the service.
Establishment of the payment
plans must be made by August IS.
Information on the new billing
options will be mailed to students'
home addresses by May 1.

i ^

Anna Carmichael was given
$790 by the Employee Suggestion
Program for helping Carrier library
solve a shelving problem.
As JMU was about to order new
shelves for the library, Carmichael
found they already had surplus
shelves — saving the university
$3,160.

^%

What's the quickest
way to meet the
newest people at

Be A
Transfer
Guide!
Monday, April 23 at
5:30p.m.
in Room B of WCC

Answer
Answ this question ...

Who are the members
of SGGL?
an

,.
• • •
these sponsors.

d win prizes from one of

Two free tickets to the ©3K©ty)^
for the first correct answer!!!
Q\>eM

&

JlftU

Ifair Wales

TROPIC
TAN
*■♦

(Students, faculty and staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win. Winners of Ad Trivia II can only win once a semester Pick uo Ad
prize vouchers at The Breeze between 9 - 4. Must present ID to win.
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JMU, enough of this sissy stuff
If the way we've conducted ourselves this semester
is any indication of how we'll handle ourselves in the
future, then maybe that beach-front property in
Antarctica wasn't such a bad investment after all.
Aside from parties, movies and sports events (places
where we all seem to come together), people at JMU
seem determined to maintain the current level of
childish squabbling over issues deserving of more
meaningful attention. What is it with this campus? Do
we thrive on pettiness?
At least these conflicts are verbal, because if they
were physical, they would translate into a bunch of
whining, with arms flailing wildly trying to get in the
best sissy, sucker slap of the semester.
With all of these "days" we recognize, wouldn't it
make good use of a day to have a "hug your neighbor,
drop all your differences, enjoy just being here, jeeze
aren't all my fellow students swell" day? Probably. But
how likely are we to see a member of SFA hugging, or
even speaking, with a member of Harmony?
Actually settling an argument with a civilized
respect for your opponent's differences is against the
norm at JMU. People refuse to acknowledge that
having an idea everyone agrees with is a rare
occurrence, at JMU or anywhere else in the world.
College would be a boring place if everyone agreed on
everything, but that doesn't mean we have to resort to
childish squabbling.
Summer is almost here, and while most people go on
vacations, relax with the family or work, it doesn't
seem too farfetched to envision ourselves spending the
days thinking up a new group to complain about or a

new stance to take on an argument that's already been
milked dry of interest. But maybe, just maybe, a few
students somewhere will stumble across the idea of
seeing JMU not as a place to throw their weight around,
but as a place to meet new and different types of people
and leam from their differences, not be offended by
them.
Maybe what JMU needs, or the world for thai matter,
is one big, simultaneous sunny day. And the sun would
be that "Have a nice day" smiley face we've all come to
know and hate. Yeah. That way everyone would be too
busy trying to shoot a hole in the sun's forehead to
bother criticizing each other's differences.
If this were to happen, people probably would
express more of an interest in this than the non-stop pot
shots people keep taking at Carrier Library.
Enough said. Let's renew ourselves by pondering
what we hope to achieve here at JMU. At graduation,
would you rather have the pride in knowing you had the
biggest mouth during your stay here or would you
rather have the biggest grin of confidence, knowing
you've achieved a common ground of acceptance with
people of all different types, colors and beliefs.
From what we've always been told, "Things only get
worse out there in the real world." But we definitely
have the intelligence and capability to be the first
generation to turn the real world around — to change
attitudes with the turn of the millennium.
Whoah! We're getting ahead of ourselves here. The
place to start is JMU, then we'll tackle the world. So go
home. Have a great summer. But don't forget what it is
we have to do here.

An 'asinine' student assessment
leaves student feeling 'violated'
To the editor:
I recently took the dreaded sophomore assessment
tests required by the university and state law. I am not
going to complain about this requirement, because I
realize its value; however, I am somewhat irate about the
content of some of the tests. I wish to make a formal
complaint on two accounts.
*"
First, we were all required to sign a ridiculous pledge of
honor which was apparently so important it required its
own piece of paper! Tell me this — is it possible or
desirable to cheat on a test that measures personal
beliefs?
Second, concerning the philosophy/religion/values
test, I felt as though I were violated. This is an asinine
test which tries to determine whether or not I believe in
God or whether I believe in senseless violence. In other
words, fellow students, they want to know if our
generation is oozing moral turpitude! Frankly, I'm
insulted!
Who do these people at the assessment office think
they are? Ever heard of the separation of church and
state?
Furthermore, the rest of the test contained questions
which were clearly biased, poorly composed and
ambiguous. To the faculty and administration of this fine
establishment, I challenge you to take these tests and
then tell me that you are not completely insulted by
them.
I intend to send appropriate letters to selected state
legislators and the State Council for Higher Education.
Maybe Richmond will take some notice.
Oscar Brinson
sophomore
sports management

Artists have their right to create,
but our taxes shouldn't pay for it
To the editor:
In response to Dennis Morris' letter (April 19), I would
like to ask that Mr. Morris actually think about his
positions before he starts shooting off his mouth.
Morris began his letter by accusing The Breeze of
"Neo-Reagan conservatism." As a bona fide neo-Reagan
conservative, I can assure you that this particular
accusation is absurd. He then proceeds to share his own
half-baked ideas about the issue of government funding
for controversial "art."
Morris uses sanctimonious words like "censorship,"
and he says "Let individuals decide what is pornographic
— not the government." I could not agree more, but I
also demand the government not pay for "art" I consider
to be pornographic. Morris cannot seem to grasp the fact
that the entire art issue is not, in any conceivable sense,
an act of censorship —it is an issue of how the tax
money should be spent. I believe an "artist" has the right
to place a crucifix in a jar of urine. But I just do not
believe that I, as a Christian taxpayer, should have to
pay for it
Chuck Brotton

Letters (Policy
M submissions become the property of The 'Breeze.
<We reserve the right to edit tetters zidth regard to length,
clarity andtimedness.
Letters must be signed and include year, major and
teCephone number.
"We encourage writers to be as concise as possibCe.

junior
political science

t^e cB&eze
LAUREL WISSINGER
JENNIFER ROSE
Editor
Managing Editor
DAVID NOON
JOEL LANGLEY
Editorial Editor
Assist. Editorial Editor
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Breeze displays 'bad journalism'
once again with editor's remarks

do not appreciate the inconsiderate behavior of the
library patrons who use the library for a conversation
pit. Please, a little common courtesy.

To the editor:
In its response to Matt Seelinger's April 5 letter to the
editor. The Breeze once again displayed the journalistic
ineptitude that spurred Seelinger's letter in the first
place. The editor's note turned into an attack on
Seelingcr for complaining to The Breeze instead of to the
police about unnecessary police force. Either the editors
missed the point completely — something 1 would not
put past them — or they blatantly avoided the issue of
The Breeze being a very bad newspaper.
The fact that The Breeze "does not hold office hours at
midnight" was offered as a reason the March 16 incident
at JM's was not reported. This is just a pathetic excuse
for poor journalism. Many of the incidents reported in
the Policclog occur after Breeze office hours. How is it
that the omniscient eye of The Breeze can keep tabs on
$3 stolen from a fraternity or a bottle of juice taken from
a teachers' lounge but fails to notice a brawl on its own
front doorstep?
The editor's response to Seelinger's letter simply
proved his point.
John Farbrother
Chris Crooks
senior
sophomore
art
computer science

Woodson Martin

Carrier Library's problem stems
from a lack of common courtesy
To the editor:
I am writing to express my feelings toward the noise
level in the much-slandered Carrier Library. Though our
library is understocked and too small to accommodate the
number of students who wish to study there, the most
serious problem arises not from a lack of funding or
administrative concern, but from a lack of courtesy. If
students need to talk, they should do so outside the
designated quiet areas. Now that the weather is
improving, they might try the plaza outside the library.
Many students need quiet when they study. I, for one,

senior
English

U.S. involvement in Nicaragua
needed for rise of democracy
To the editor:
Out of his entire April 9 letter, the only point Corbctt
Amos makes showing any semblance of truth is his
reference to the three million Nicaraguans who voted out
the unjust and repressive regime of the Sandinistas. I
agree they 're the ultimate reason why Ortega and the rest
of his band are out of a job, but what Amos fails to see is
these three million probably wouldn't have gotten their
say at all if it weren't for the work of the "gnats."
This recent election was one in a scries of moves by
the oppressed peoples of the world to gain their freedom.
Ask Mr. Noriega what it's like to be voted out and then
forcibly removed from his country. Ask Mr. Honnekcr in
East Germany what it feels like to sit in the same prison
cells to which he sent political dissidents. Ask Nicolae
Ceaucescu what it's like to be an unemployed dictator — I
guess you can't, because he's dead! And forget about the
Soviet Union being a superpower any longer. They'll be
lucky to stay intact through the rest of the year.
In all these cases, the people had the final say. But in
many of these situations, the people never would'vc had
a chance if it weren't for freedom lovers such as Reagan
and Bush. Yes, Mr. Amos, sometimes we have to check
our ideology against reality. But that doesn't mean we
have to give up or change our principles. Thank God
Reagan stuck to his. He now can proudly claim that no
other president has ever had more Communist or
dictatorial regimes fall under his watch than he did.
Amos is right to some extent when he says our
policies hurt the average, innocent people of these
countries, but what he doesn't understand is that
ultimately, this discomfort felt by these people served as

The only way the
competition can beat
Hunters Ridge

a catalyst, propelling these nations down the road to
democracy. And though they are hurt in the short run,
these people are glad we are involved, because without
us, they had very little hope of gaining independence.
Come on, Corbrett, wake up! It's people like you who
have no idea of the big picture, go off half-cocked and
say things that just don't make sense. I, like Reagan,
Bush and the Contras, feel if you're not part of the
solution, you're part of the problem. Only through the
diligence of the "obnoxious gnats" and the foresight and
leadership of our chief gnat, Ronald Reagan, would
hundreds of millions of people now have the hope of
achieving their version of the American dream. Maybe
it's lime for another face to be carved on Mt. Rushmore.
Jay Shepard

junior
political science

SGA thanks all for their support
in this semester's SGA elections
To the editor:
The newly elected Student Government Association
Executive Council would like to thank The Breeze for its
support in the SGA elections. The publicity given to the
major and runoff elections greatly increased student
awareness, involvement and voter turnout. We would
also like to extend a thanks to all the students who voted
and supported the SGA during this year's extremely long
election process. We look forward to working with you
to meet the challenges facing the student body next year.
The SGA Executive Council-elect — Kevin Hughes,
Heather Wiley, Pat Southall, Mark Chemisky and John
Pagels — encourage all campus organizations, as well as
the entire student body, to get involved and approach the
SGA with your ideas and criticisms. Please fell free to
approach us in the SGA office in the Warren Campus
Center, on campus or wherever you should see us. We
look forward to hearing from you.
Executive Council-elect
Student Government Association

You Zoom, You Crop,
You Frame...
Make your own
enlargements in minutes

• No one else'offers 2. 3.4 and 5 bedroom
apartments.
• No one else offers a Housing Scholarship
Program.
• No one else offers a monthly cleaning
service
• No one else offers on-site Security Service for your
safety.

It's the most revolutionary new idea in
the business and it's here in our store at
the new Kodak Create-A-Print 35mm
••nlargement center. You zoom, crop,
:id frame in vertical or horizontal compositions you see on a video screen—so
you know the results before you actually
make the print And you do it all in about
five minutes, right here in the store
Bring in your lavonte 35mm negatives
and make 5" x 7:8" x 10" or 11" x 14"
enlargements.

KODAK

Create "a Print
I'.m.ii tNI AM.IMINI CENIIH

Available at:

• No one else offers so much for LESS.
• Have we mentioned the basketball and sand volleyball courts,
washer and dryer, microwave, icemaker, etc.? Come get the
facts today!
Hunters Ridge Management 715 Port Republic Rd. 434 -5150
Off-Campus Housing Open House
Sat.. April 26.12-4 pm
....
.....

^

^

PHOTO/
SUPPLY
889 E. Market St.

434 - 4445

1 HR./PHOTO
Valley Man '
434-6527

Dukes Plaza
434-3012
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Inaccurate account' of incident
involving cadet given by student
To the editor:
After reading the letter published in the April 12 issue
of The Breeze concerning the conduct of a cadetTY felt
compelled to respond. Mr. Bryce's account of the
incident was not accurate.
A cadet did stop and question Bryce to determine the
reason for his abnormal manner of walking; however,
the cadet did not touch Bryce. The cadet neither demanded
nor requested any sobriety tests be administered. Because
of Bryces's cooperative attitude and marginal condition,
he was allowed to proceed to his residence.
I do not believe that Bryce has a complete
understanding of either a police officer's or a cadet's civil
obligation to the public's safety. A person may be
walking or driving home and, to quote Bryce, "minding
his own business," but he or she may be stopped and
questioned if the officer or cadet perceives there may be a
problem. If the officer believes the person may be a
danger to himself or to the public, then the officer must
assume the person cannot take control of his or her
actions. Appropriate action by the officer must then be
taken.
I believe the cadet's conduct in Mr. Bryce's incident
was justified and appropriate.
Timothy Carter
JMU Police Cadet Program

Inquisitive student, 'I apologize
for wasting your precious time'
To the editor:
Everyone knows who I am. I'm the student who sits in
the front of the room, or maybe I sit beside you. I am the
undergraduate with an unusually inquisitive mind, or
maybe I am the graduate student taking an occasional
undergraduate course to refresh my memory. The one
thing we know for sure is that I am the student who asks
the questions you feel waste your time.

Maybe it's because you'd rather be outside or at home
watching soap operas than learning something new in
your classes. Maybe it's because you're simply bored
with the subject matter that you sit like mindless
zombies while the instructor recites the textbook for
your benefit. Maybe it's just because you're incapable of
putting forth the effort to formulate an insightful
question.
Whatever the reason, go ahead and turn away, roll your
eyes and snicker as I try once again to gain that extra
ounce of knowledge from the instructor. I apologize for
wasting your precious time.
Keep one thing in mind — a world without question is
a world without life. Everyone knows who I am. I'll be
sitting across the desk from you as you search for
employment. Once again, I will have all the questions . .
. but will you have any of the answers?
Glen Brizendlne

graduate student
business

Star Search 1990 offers chance
to see what others have to offer
To the editor:
I would like to bring attention to the Star Search 1990
program to be held tomorrow from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. at
Wilson Hall. The program, sponsored by Students of
Minority Outreach in conjunction with the Office of
Admissions, carries the theme "Hold Up the Light . . .
The Search Has Just Begun."
Not only is Star Search an opportunity to see what
your fellow students and local residents have to offer, but
this is also a time to remember one of our devoted SMO
members, Leann Whitlock. This program is dedicated to
the loving memory of a person who enriched our
organization, our personalities and our lives. I know she
would want your attendance and support on this
extraordinary night.
We, the members of SMO, are looking forward to
having you as our special guests Tuesday night. So "Hold

Up the Light," because SMO Star Search 1990 has just
begun.
Agnes Hendrick
freshman
retail marketing/art

the 'inconveniences' at HoJo's
don't match those at Wine-Price
To the editor:
I am writing to express my extreme dissatisfaction
with the spring housing sign-up. As a first-year student,
I expected that with the random lottery system, I would
have the same chance as any other first-year student to
live with the people I choose in the residence hall I
choose. This, however, was not the case.
Students living in Howard Johnson's were given
priority over all other fust-year students, presumably
because they are tripled and "inconvenienced" by living
across the interstate. Other minor "inconveniences" at
HoJo's include maid service, freshmen parking,
individual air conditioning units in each room,
wall-to-wall carpeting, private bathrooms, color TV,
cable hook-up and swimming pool privileges. The room
size at HoJo's also is eight feet larger than rooms in
Wine-Price, where I live, cramped in a triple room.
Wine-Price features none of the above advantages except
a semi-private bathroom which we clean ourselves.
I would not be at all disappointed with the lottery
system, if it were followed numerically. Nowhere in the
spring sign-up instructions was it ever mentioned that
the Howard Johnson's residents would be given priority.
It is my opinion that with all the advantages HoJo's
residents receive, they should either have been treated
the same as other first-year students, or Wine-Price
residents also should have been given the same housing
priority.
Cathy Sherman
freshman
communication
73 other signatures

Album release Heading South
- SGGL Live At The Birchmere
Available only at JM's Saturday
night or by mail:
SGGL
3203 N.Tacoma St.
Arlington, VA 22304

Spiedel, Goggin & Lille
of
Appearing Live
Saturday, April 28 at
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A look back at four sordid years at JMU
The recent construction on campus taught all of us
beer-soaked party may not even give you the wrong
how
hard it is to be in the armed services. Think
time of day in D-hall the next morning.
about
it — we had to jump, dodge and run over
I didn't smoke before I came to college, but I picked
obstacles
just like any Marine on Paris Island.
up this habit at the end of my freshman year. I learned
People
told me most kids meet their prospective
how to relate to the lepers and tax collectors of
spouse
during
college. If this is true, I'm headed, full
Biblical limes. Nobody likes a smoker until they're
speed,
toward
bachelorhood. Ask my roommates.
really drunk, when they can bum cigarettes off you
Relationships
on
a college campus are as hard to find
like you were a long-lost relative.
Patience never was one of my virtues, I admit. as a virgin on a college campus. Don't get me wrong.
JMU taught me a lot about patience. Standing in line I'm not bitter, just confused.
JMU, like any other college campus, is a
for class registration, at the post oil ice and at the
library could test the patience of Job. The library may microcosm of the real world. We have racism, sexism
not have bound copies of "The Mark Twain Journal," and ignorance. Luckily, we also have understanding,
compassion and intelligence. Unfortunately, it seems
the world has more of the first and less of the latter.
DON'T EVEN ASK
I've learned you have to take the good with the bad.
Or you can take the bad, find out his or her shoe size
and whip up some ready-made cement Reebok
jogging shoes, if you know what I mean.
John G. Frizzera
I've learned stress is an everyday part of life,
especially now with the semester winding down,
but they do have "The Cleft Palate Journal." I'm still graduation and the real world ahead. But college has
waiting for the story about a student on a mountain taught me how to deal with stress and do what needs
to be done before going out and acting like a total
bike doing an Uzi drive-by on Carrier Library.
Like many other students, I learned quickly how to maniac for the entire weekend. The secret is balance.
One thing I've learned in college is how to say
avoid being run over by bikers around campus. Then,
after 1 got tired of this, I went out and bought my hello and goodbye. Unfortunately, it always seems
own bike, I realized all the fun I was missing out on. like the goodbyes outweigh the hollos. I still suck at
College teaches you to deal with people. Teachers goodbyes, so I'll let Billy Joel do the talking.
"Life is a series of hellos and goodbyes, well my
are no exception. Just because you have two mid
terms and three papers due Thursday doesn't mean you friend it's time for goodbye again."
can't finish two books by Friday. I think they're all in
this together and there's a secret prize awarded to the John G. Frizzera is a communication major and is
teacher who has caused the most ncrvous'flamc outs. graduating next week summa cum lucky.

"Well we busied out of class, had to get away from
those fools. We learned more, from a three minute
record, baby, than we ever learned in school."
That's a line from Bruce Springsteen's song, "No
Surrender." I must admit, I'm a big fan of the Boss,
but in this case he seems to be wrong. Maybe he
never went to college and learned all that my fellow
senior classmates and I have learned.
College is a place to expand your mind, and not
just in the academic sense. It's supposed to prepare
you for the "real world." Well, JMU has taught us all
some lessons we will not soon forget.
I came to college a relatively neat person and then
roomed with two of the biggest slobs on campus
(Ben and J.J., you know who you are). I learned you
really don't need to do wash except when you go
home. Those jeans can last all semester. Forget about
vacuuming the room — there's too much stuff on the
floor to even see the carpet. As for the dust and smell,
just open the window for three days.
I learned roommates are a valuable asset to any
college career. One day, you're partying and having
the limes of your lives. The next moment, you're
hunting around the room looking for something —
anything sharp to drive into your skulls.
I always was taught to share what I had,. College
enforced this idea. Food, clothes and beer, these are all
things people share, or better yet, "borrow." Borrowed
in the sense of, "Dude, I borrowed your brand new
rugby, I'll get it back to you when I remember where
I spent last night."
I came to college a shy person and quickly learned
the necessary social skills to meet people. But, I also
learned the person you kissed the night after a
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Student Employment
4

rare opportunity is available for students to work for nationally known
nganizations such as:
<£££££?' National Association For Female Executives
Radio stations in major markets: New York, Boston, Philadelphia
Bell Atlantic
National Association of Realtors
' Childhelp, USA
Several of our JMU students after graduation have gone to work in our Washington
D.C. office as Junior Account Executives.
LW. iLfiAVITl i¥l ■

work experience is extremely valuable for your future!

Call us today for a personal interview with Bob Kirk at 434-2311
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Diamonds of a different sort in Philly
I stared toward home plate at Veterans Stadium,
watching Pedro Guerrero dig in for the pitch and
wondering how I'd gotten sidetracked from my
grandparents' 50th wedding anniversary to come to a
Phillies/Cards game on a blustery April night
Easter weekend was a welcome chance to get away
from school, so 1 didn't mind the ride to South Jersey.
I'd even managed to get out of a history exam, having
explained the litany to my professor.
"My grandparents did that to me once, about 20
years ago," he said. "Sure, take the test Tuesday."
The Vet, with its astroturf surface and nosebleed
seats that reach to the sky, isn't the best ballpark in
the National League. But on this night it meant
baseball, and that was enough.
The trek to the game became sort of an all-cousin
outing, six of us trying to find something to do after
a long day of wearing coats and ties and getting
hugged and pinched by relatives we probably couldn't
name, if pressed.
Sometimes it's easy to get disillusioned at family
reunions. You find the people who you once looked
up to so much are, after all, human.
Most family memories are from childhood, when it
seemed everyone got along — when, though the rest
of the world was going to pot, the family seemed
above it all.
But no one told us about the brothers who refused
even to talk to one another, the separations, the
second cousin who went to jail for price-fixing or the
day-in, day-out problems that wear into years. I guess
we never knew how good we had it when we were 10
years old, running around in Keds and making a
bunch of racket with our cap guns.

After the short church service and reception, the six
children and their families gathered around for a
portrait The concept of paying a photographer to try
your patience just doesn't sit well with me. But the
family is big on pictures, especially grandmother.
And so it goes.
There's something in coming together for a photo,
though. Physical distances, if not petty differences,
are removed. And somewhere between trying to stand
straight and getting the small kids to sit still, I
realized no one would be here if it weren't for the two
people sitting in the center.

SO IT GOES
Matt Wasniewski'
Maybe we weren't just giving them a picture, but
something to look at and say, "Look at what we
started," knowing it was basically good. What better
an anniversary gift?
In the Phillies' half of the fifth inning, the cameras
panned out on the crowd so people could wave at
themselves on the huge TV screen in left center. One
camera closed in on a young couple. Both gave the
obligatory wave, and then the guy got out of his seat
and on his knee and proposed marriage.
What's the line? "It was like Deja Vu all over
again." Most fans have seen marriage proposals at
ball games before but never thought they'd have the
misfortune of being in the stadium with someone that

MADISON
MANOR
Enjoy Country Club Living Year Round

2,3 & 4 Bedrooms
• Pool, Tennis Courts,
Fireplaces, Cable,
Party Room and
Scenic Views!
• Hourly bus transit to
and from campus
• Roommate service
available
For leasing information call:

434-6166

sappy.
Anyway, the guy pulled out the ring and put it on
her finger. The women fans "Ooohed" and the men
fans wondered why Von Hayes' average hadn't been
flashed yet — and several, with their distinctive
Delaware Valley brogues, offered some free advice.
"Ayee, don't do it, buddy."
"You don't know what you're getting into."
" Yo, get this junk off the screen. This ain't no soap
opera."
She accepted — there was no audio, but the smile
on her face conveyed the answer. When the last image
flashed, both were sitting in their seats shaking hands
with nearby fans and exchanging kisses.
Being good Phillies fans, they stayed and watched
the game teeter-totter in the balance before the home
team pulled away 6-2.
And, in the meantime, as I watched Cardinals'
pitcher Joe Magrane retire the Philly side one, two,
three, I tried to imagine my grandfather proposing to
my grandmother at a ballgame. It wouldn't work. The
Vet wasn't around then.
Did that young couple in 1940, or this one in
1990, know the commitment they were making —
the children, grandchildren, the anniversaries, the
petty fights and jealousies, late nights, bills, days
away from home, the little league games, the first
house or the family portraits?
Fifty years from now, will this couple be lucky
enough to look back and be able to say, "Look at
what we've started?"
Matt Wasniewski is a junior communication and
history major.
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WalkAmerica
WalkAmerica
WalkAmerica

Ask anv JMU student.

Conclusion: To find out how to reach
over 12,500 students, facuhy
and staff— call 568-6596!! '
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Saturday, April 28
JMU Convo lot
9 a.m.
1-3. •p-p.
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Walkers needed
to help raise
money.
Volunteers
needed to help
with registration.
It's not too late
to get a team
together.

Food and fun
for everyone!
For info, call the

March of Dimes
434-7789
A great service project
for the end of the year!
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Hunters Ridge Townhomes offer
students
flexibility
in
living
arrangements never before offered. Our
unique 'Lock out" design allows each
student the maximum in privacy. You
can sign individual leases!
Does the competition offer:
•Nighttime security for your protection
•Monthly cleaning service
•Basketball & sand volleyball courts
•Full size washer & dryer
•A Housing Scholarship Program
Off Campus Housing Open House
Sat., April 28th - 12noon until 4:00pm
Stop by to register for PRIZES to be
given away

The Best Deal Going. Get One NOW!
HUNTERS RIDGE MANAGEMENT * 715 Port Republic Rd. . Harrisonburg. VA 22801 . (703) 434-5150
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What you need to know to buy a car

Research helps buyers find best deals
By Cate Bohannon
staff writer

The old maxim that "knowledge is power" never
seems to lose its significance, and it's especially true
when you're trying to buy a car.
For college students entering the car dealership
showroom for the first time, research can make all the
difference. You should know just as much as or more
than the salesman. •
Many resources can aid first-time buyers in their
search. Consumer Reports magazine, in addition to
its monthly magazine, publishes "The Consumer
Reports Buying Guide Issue," an annual buying guide
to aid consumers in choosing the best products in a
variety of categories, including cars.
The April 1990 issue has page after page of advice
on how to buy a car. Articles cover topics like
discussing how the buyer has the upper hand, and
provide guidelines on how to utilize that power.
Another article gives recommendations on 162 makes
and models of new and used cars. Another article takes
an in-dcpih view on how to buy a good used car at a
fair price, while others provide facts and figures on
body dimensions and mechanical specifications.
The issue also provides price ranges for various
makes and models of used cars. If you're interested in
the $7,000-58,000 price range, for example, you can
use the guide to pinpoint 10 or 12 cars that meet
these requirements.
Some cars available in this price range include the
1986 Acura Integra, 1987 Chevrolet Caprice or an
1988 Chrysler Lc Baron. For $8,000-S10,000, a 1988
Ford Taurus, a 1984 BMW 325c or a 1985 Toyota
Land Cruiser could become your next mode of
transportation.
The buying guide's researchers examine a car's
exterior, interior, trim, instruments, trunk space,
windows and doors. They also assess the fit, finish,
and function of new and used cars. Before diving into
this manual, potential buyers should read the
explanation, "How to Use the Buying Guide," at the

Staff photo by CHRIS TYREE
Rows ol upon rows of cars at Whaatley Motor Car Co. s second annual auto fair.

the spin-offs aren't about to sell IFA-made Trabants
or Wartburgs — hated, pollution-spitting models
ranking one step above riding lawn mowers.
Instead, managers at the East Berlin dealership —
called Auto-Depot — travel to dealerships in West
Berlin and Hamburg to buy late-model used cars,
said Horst Holdack, an Auto-Depot salesman.
But Auto-Depot has to buy the cars using West
German marks, meaning it has to sell them for
West German marks. That makes it tough for most
East Germans to afford one of Auto-Depot's cars.
A blue 1989 Volkswagen Golf goes for 16,490
West German marks ($9,650 at the New York
foreign exchange rate). The car would sell for
$7,000 to $9,000 in the United Stales, depending
upon options.

dealership, who in turn does business with the bank.
The customer doesn't deal directly with the bank.
First, customers must fill out a credit application
for the car they've chosen, she says. For a college
student, the application might include a parent's
co-signature, depending on the car's price tag.
The dealership lakes the application to several
banks to find the best deal for the customer. Banks
offer different lengths of time to repay the loan, so
the dealership chooses the bank that can provide the
most time for the buyer to complete the
commitment.
The size of the loan often depends on ihe year of the
car. If you chose a newer car, you usually can get a
finance plan giving you up to five years to make
monthly payments. Older cars might only get a oncor two-year payment plan.
The dealership processes the necessary forms, and
finally, the customer signs the contract.
Another term that should enter a car shopper's
working vocabulary is rebate. Windows of new cars
often flash "$2,000 guaranteed rebate" or "S400
rebate." The customer would receive, for example, a
$400 cash or check rebate from the dealer, which then
can be applied toward the down payment or could be
saved to pay monthly payments.
Rebates come from the manufacturer of the
automobile, says Dave Frederick of Harrisonburg
Honda. He says manufacturers compete by using high
rebates to attract business from dealerships. After the
dealers buy the cars, they can pocket the rebate money
or use it to bring the cars' resale prices down for
customers. Not all dealers take advantage of rebates,
but those who do u:e it as a competitive sales tool.
Keep a look out for college graduate programs for
first-time buyers. Many offer payment plans for

See GERMANY page 17 >-

See CARS page 17 >

beginning of the book to find the necessary
information quickly and easily.
Next, let your fingers do the walking and call
several dealerships to ask questions. Don't let
terminology intimidate you or cause you to make a
hasty decision because you can't understand what the
salesman is telling you. If a salesperson uses a term
you don't understand, ask him to explain it
For instance, trying to figure out how to finance a
new or used car could confuse many student buyers.
How do you go about financing a car?
Francie Suter at Bob Wade Ford explains when a
customers finance a car, they negotiate with the

New and used car dealerships
finally arrive in East Germany
EAST BERLIN — East Germans have opened
their arms to Westem-style business, but now look
what they're getting: used car dealerships. Selling
Western-made Fords, Volkswagens and Opel, no
less.
East Germany's first used-car lot opened in March
in East Berlin, and the second recently opened in a
small city near the Polish border. They are the only
car dealerships, new or used, in the country. Until
they opened, the only way to buy a car in East
Germany was to get on a government list and wait
for years.
Both dealerships are now private spin-offs of
VEB IFA Berlin Kombinat, the huge state-owned
holding company that until recently controlled
every aspect of the East German car industry. But
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Drive \bu Away
From College.
JKJ Expands Special Auto
Financing For Graduates...
Plus a $600 Rebate!
The Class of '90 has a big advantage.
More of you can finance a car than
ever before. At JKJ. We offer a College
Graduate Financing Program to help
you buy or lease a car. Just meet a few
financing requirements. Then choose from
our huge selection. This year and two-year
Associate program graduates can participate.
As well as graduates of four-year and advanced
degree programs."
Don't Need A Credit History To Qualify.
can buy or lease your car six months before
uation day. Or up to a year after. You'll get a
new car. And you'll take your first step
■ ard establishing the solid credit record you'll
need for major purchases in the years ahead.
$600 REBATE When You Call Today!
It's just our way of saying "Congratulations!'
Here's to a long history of safe, enjoyable
driving and quality service from JKJ.
Offer good on all domestic cars and
trucks at the JKJ locations listed
below. Stop by today.

mJKJ America s Premier Automotive Family.
Alexandria'iKH hnsler Plymouth • 751 -40(10 • Arlington -JKJ l.imoln Mmun Buick Isu/u Mitsubishi- 24.1-4000 • Letsblirg' KllOIU< 'hevrokt
Oldsmubile o<> • 478-1822 (Metro)' Tysons Corner' JKJ Chevrolet Ceo • 356-0400 «J. Koom Ponllac UMC* 790-9800 • Kaon CbryiierPlyiiipHlh* 821-8600
• Sterling -JKJ Chevrolet Ceo • 450-8400 • Woodbrtdge -JKJ Huk-k ISUAU Mitsubishi • 643-1970 (Metro) -JKJ Honda • Ml | $00(Metro) • Hi//r<w.w • JKJ Chnalci
»odtt«J'l>mj»yUi-47l-V25(,vlcifii)
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Cars

► (Continued from page15)

students with no previous credit — the only
prerequisites are a college degree and a letter from a
prospective employer. The Chrysler Motors college
graduate program at Lou Ziegler Dodge offers four
different payment plans:

"You can read all you
want about a car, but you
can't get a feel for it until
you test drive it."
— Jody Weber
• One plan is a delayed first payment option. Equal
monthly payments start four months following the
date of purchase.

• Another plan provides for graduated monthly
payments that are lower at the beginning of the
payment schedule and gradually increase during the
allotted time.
• A third option is a combination of the delayed and
graduated payment options.
• The fourth plan includes equal monthly payments
beginning 45 days after purchase.
Programs for graduates at many dealerships follow
this general pattern.
Dennis Daugherty of Bob Wade Ford says, "If a
student takes the time to spend four years in college,"
he'll take his time shopping for a car. That's part of
the reason his dealership doesn't require a parent to
co-sign for the car.
Nevertheless, students usually have the last say.
Junior Jody Weber says "You can read all you want
about a car, but you can't get a feel for it until you
test drive it."
She says she learned a lot when car shopping by
testing controls and noting how well a particular
model took to the rigors of the road.

Germany
> (Continued from page 15)

A red 1990 Ford Fiesta with a sunroof and an
odometer reading only 10 kilometers sells for 16,500
marks. In East German currency, that's 82,500
Ostmarks — more than most East Berliners make in
4 1/2 years.
To make matters worse, Auto-Depot only takes full
payment in cash — no credit, no auto loans and, said
Holdack, "no bargaining on prices."
On a recent afternoon at Auto-Depot, at least 100

people were milling around the 30 cars for sale inside
the showroom. But most were there to look, not to
buy. "The cars are too expensive," said Horst Fenske,
who was looking at the Fiesta with his wife.
Still, Auto-Depot has sold 50 cars in the first two
weeks, and the dealership in Frankfurt an der Oder
expects to do as well.
"It's really hard for people to get this kind of
money," said Holdack. "But they do. Whole families
pitch in and buy one together."

Staff photo by CHRIS TYREE
A price sticker at the Wheatley auto fair.

Attention Students
Mail Handling for Mav &
Summer
Forwarding: You must complete a
Change of Address Form available
at the JMU Post Office
• If no Change of Address Form is
completed, mail will be held 10
days then returned to sender(if not
returnable, it will be discarded)
• Be sure to send your change of
address to all magazine publishers
May Session or Summer School
Students:
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Sawhill Gallery displays winning pieces

Student artworks garner merit awards
By Carol Willey
assistant news editor

The award-winning art pieces in this
year's Sawhill Gallery Undergraduate
Art Exhibit were selected from
hundreds of submissions.
Only 10 of the 400 submissions
received an Award of Merit for
exceptional work, and only 110 others
were chosen for exhibition.
"I was very impressed with the
diversity and quality of work
submitted," wrote Jesse Dominqucz,
the Hampton University art instructor
who judged the contest. Dominquez
provided a juror's statement to the
participators in the exhibit.
Domingucz "was interested in pieces
that somehow transcended the 'problem
solving' activity found in a classroom.
The work also needs to move me on
different levels with multiple
readings," according to his statement
All JMU undergraduate students
could enter the show, but most entries
were from art majors, said Stuart
Downs, Sawhill Gallery director.
Downs said full-time undergraduates
were allowed to enter a maximum of
three pieces of artwork.
The works submitted included a
variety of media but mostly
photography and painting. Pencil work
and ceramic design also made a strong
showing.
Senior art major John Farbrother said
the award his painting received was
"totally unexpected."
"That piece was a turnaround for
me," Farbrother said. Strong colors

Staff photo by CHRIS TYREE
A crowded Sawhill Gallery holds 120 artworks for the JMU Undergraduate Art Exhibition.

such as yellow, red and blue highlight
Farbrother's "Self Portrait."
The self portrait almost is a look
into one's self. An art appreciator can
become lost in the eyes of the portrait
and see into the soul of the painter.
Suji Lee said she was "really
surprised" that her art compilation
"Mesh," constructed of several types of
mediums, won an award. The creation
is indescribable, portraying a gentle
and powerful image that stays with the
onlooker.
"I wanted to experiment with
different materials — industrial
materials," Lee said.

Lee is a junior majoring in art
history.
Pamela Krause's piece was a tribute
to her mother. "I wanted to do
something realistic for my
assignment," the junior art major said.
Her piece, entitled "To the Memory
of a Seamstress," is a stoneware replica
of a sewing machine with a piece of
stoneware cloth underneath its needle.
The machine is a deep black color
with silver for the needle and spinning
wheel. The pure white cloth contrasts
the black of the machine, but the
simplicity of the piece is not
overshadowed by the complexity of the

Staff photo by CHRIS TYREE
Pamela Krause's To the Memory of a Seamstress' is a stoneware replica of a sewing machine.

effort it took to make it.
Betsy Purvis won the Award of
Merit for her graphite drawing "I Do
Not Like Green Eggs and Ham." The
drawing, a picture of herself in the
reflection of a mirror, was done as an
year-end project for a class.
"I almost didn't submit that piece,
and then it won," she said. "1 think the
reason it might have won was because
of the way space is manipulated,"
referring to the the way the mirror
reflects in her drawing.
The drawing is a stark view into the
life of the artist in the morning. Purvis
has a special touch with the reality of
mirrors and a creative edge on what
interests art connoisseurs.
The title of her piece shows that
Purvis is a big Dr. Seuss fan. Purvis
is a junior majoring in art history.
One special aspect of the show was
the cake entitled "Eat My Genius." The
cake was the creation of senior Lara
Tomlin and junior Chris Callahan.
"The cake was better than the art in
the show because you could eat it too,"
Tomlin said.
Downs had "faith in the youthful
vision" when he allowed them to create
the special cake, Tomlin said.
Other Award of Merit winners were
Michael Boyle, Sandra Davis, Lisa
Horsch, Dyanne Irby, Pat McEvoy and
Colleen O'Mallcy. The winners
received $100 in cash and a certificate.
The art exhibition will continue
until April 26. Sawhill Gallery is open
from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
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Soundgarden uniquely defies tradition
Staff graphics by Ellen Stern and Lee Costic

Review by Jay Clarke
LOUD — the major label debut
from the Seattle-based band
Soundgarden is just that.
Crunching. Gutteral. Grinding.
And very, very loud. "Louder Than
Love" is the name of the album, and
it is both louder than love and louder
than hell.
Combining the power of Metallica
and the dark but basic sound of Joy
Division, "Louder Than Love"
shows why the obscure group
Soundgarden was nominated for a
Grammy award. Soundgarden
definitely is not for everyone, but it
is a band deserving critical
recognition."
There currently is no band like
Soundgarden. Soundgarden is
classified as metal music because of
the group's very heavy sound, but it
is a far cry from Def Leppard and
even Metallica. Soundgarden's
music can be described as a slower
version of speed metal or perhaps
like heavy metal Doors music.
"Louder Than Love" is a powerful
album. The music, vocals, and most
of the lyrics are powerful.
Soundgarden is alternative music
and totally disdains the cliche of
songs about girls, youth, death, and
the like. Soundgarden is much

Ant
April 23-May 4
• "Stained Glass Exhibition," JMU
students' work, Crestar Bank lobby.
Main Street.
April 23-May 31
• "Thirty Outstanding Young Artists,"
artwork from public and private school
students, Carrier Library.
April 23-26
• "JMU Students' Photo Salon, New
Image Gallery, Zirkle House.

heavier than all that.
"Ugly Truth," the opening track,
provokes intense poetic analysis,
rather than the indifference many
lyrics provoke. Not exactly happy
stuff but very deep: "If you were
mine to give, I might throw it away.
But money can't give what the truth
takes away. Throw it away."
The lyrics and their deliverance is
definitely Soundgarden's biggest
strength. Singer Chris Cornell
certainly is one of the loudest, most
powerful singers in rock today.
Take Jim Morrison, add volume
and a growl to his voice and take
away the effects of drugs on his
attitude — and that would be close to
Cornell. Despite Cornell's strong
vocals, just about everything he
sings is understandable, which is
unusual in almost any style of rock.
Following "Ugly Truth" is the best
song on the album, "Hands All
Over." This commentary on the
whole of humanity is what
Soundgarden is all about. On this
tune, guitarist Kim Thayil drives the
band by pounding out a thrashy riff
instead of playing at a breakneck
pace.
Bassist Hiro Yamamoto and
drummer Matt Cameron provide a

solid but very deep backbone to the
song. Cornell's vocals are
disjointed from the music, but this
comes across more as a cool
arrangement than a messed-up song.
Other strong tracks include "Power
Trip," "No Wrong, No Right" and
"Big, Dumb Sex," the only
light-hearted song on the album.
The only problem with "Louder
Than Love" is that the music is very
dark-sounding which wears down
the listener. The grinding nature of
all the songs and the lack of guitar
solos to break up the music
occasionally tends to tire the listener
of the tape a couple of songs from
the end.
Crushing bridges in the middle of
songs a la Metallica would help
"Louder Than Love" without
compromising the music.
If listening to a speed metal band
like Nuclear Assault is similar to
running into a brick wall, then
listening to Soundgarden is like
getting slowly crushed by a
bulldozer. "Louder Than Love" will
hit the listener with a great amount of
force, slowly crushing you with its
sound. And this, if you can believe
it, is a good experience.
But it's still very loud.

• "Installation by Scott Prior," mixed
media art, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle
House.
• "Artwork by Michael Boyle," prints
and drawings, The Other Gallery, Zirkle
House.
• "JMU Undergraduate Art Exhibition,"
Sawhill Gallery.

April 25
• 8 p.m., JMU Trio Recital,
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.
April 26
• 5 p.m., The Connells, sponsored by
the UPB, IFC and the Panhellenic
Council, PC Ballroom, $5.
• 8 p.m., JMU Orchestra Concert,
Wilson Hall.

Music

Thentore & DftttGft

April 24
• 8 p.m., Student Brass Quintets,
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.

April 25-28
•8 p.m., "Coyote. Ugly,"
by Lynn Siefert, Theatre II, $3.
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The circus is comi

articles by Betsy Overkamp

Lions and tigers and bears are
coming to Harrisonburg — along
with the world's largest circus
under the big top, the Clyde
Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus. It will
appear at the Bridgewater Lawn
Party Gardens, one block west of
Route 42, in Harrisonburg at
4:30 and 8 p.m. Friday.
The circus, celebrating its
106th year, has been coming to
the Harrisonburg area since 1981,
says Gordon MacKay, a
marketing
director
for
Beatty-Cole Bros.
"The circus travels primarily on
the East Coast, but goes as far
west as Louisiana," MacKay
says.
Cities and towns generally
welcome the circus with open
arms. "There's a little boy or girl
in everyone," he says.
"Everybody loves the circus. The
circus is an easy sell.
"Eveyone remembers the circus
from their childhood."
MacKay is in charge of all the
advance public relations for the
circus. He travels to towns where
the circus soon will appear,
making sure everything is set for
the performances. "I wear about
50 hats," he says.
His job includes doing media
buys — which include different
promotions like the clown
academy and the elephant races.
He also secures permits, checks
on local laws, buys food for the
animals and makes sure there is
enough change for the
concessioners. All of his duties
usually take three weeks to
complete.
The Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus
offers many different kinds of
entertainment.
The Flying Gaonas defy gravity
much to the
::i of jll

circus-goers. Julio Gaona's triple
somersault from the flying
trapeze to the hands of his father
astounds even the most faithful
circus-goers.
Kristos' astrocycle travels on a
single sliver of wire at the top of
the largest big top in the world.
Ron and Milzi Gill, two
performers who could star in a
Crest commercial, hang high
above the center ring — by their
teeth.
Rex and Ingrid Horton's
Wonder Bears play basketball and
perform other humorous feats.
The world's tallest stiltwalking
couple, Barric and Shclagh Sloan,
lower to heights of almost 25
feet, precariously balancing after
every step.
But, the circus wouldn't be
complete without the lions and
tigers — even the ligcrs.
The Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus
and Marcan, the lion-tamer, will
present the first ever performance
of the ligcr — a previously
thought impossible interbreeding
of a ligcr and a lion. Of only six
ligcrs in existence today, Marcan
will present ihrcc — two males
and one female. "They [the ligcrs]
arc beautiful, beautiful animals,"
he says. "They have striped coals,
like tigers, but their heads arc
shaped more like a lion's. I
expect the males to develop
manes, like their fathers. In
disposition, the ligcrs arc more
like lions lhan tigers."
The Amazing Josip Marcan, a
former assistant veterinarian at
the Frankfurt Zoo, has trained
over 300 tigers since Ihe
beginning of his career 25 years
ago. He is known across the
world both for his training
abilities and his love for the big

Marcan oversees one of the
most successful breeding
programs for Bengal tigers. His
program has produced over 40
cubs, including 18 of standard
coloration, 11 white with black
stripes, two snow white and nine
"Golden Tabby" — a color seen
only once before in Mizaporc,
India.
All of Marcan's animals arc
captive-bred and hand-raised from
birth. They are trained to perform
natural behaviors in a loving
environment.
Marcan always has possessed
an inr.ate ability to communicate
with the animals and determine
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ling to Harrisonburg
animal would be better
to a particular trick,
les are the easiest to work
fhey get along better with
Iher," he says. "Male lions
: very difficult. They are
ely possessive, particularly
breeding season. Siberian
ire slow, and they tend to
nsy. Bengal tigers, on the
and, arc quick and graceful;
arn rapidly."
addition to the paid
mancc, the circus also
cs some spectacular free
linment. Friday morning
a.m. to noon, a crew of
than 100 men and 40

elephants will raise the enormous
red, white and blue canvas big
top.
The big top, larger than a
football field and nearly five
stories high, takes five hours to
raise.
Admission to the circus is $8
for adults and $4 for children ages
12 and under. Reserved seats are
$2 extra.
Advance tickets can be
purchased at Valley Mall and
Glen's Fairprice Store. On
showdays, tickets can be
purchased at the white ticket
wagon
on
the circus
showgrounds.

Former JMU student
leads the circus band
A former JMU student, James Haverstrom, is the leader of the circus
band — the last large traveling circus band, in fact.
A 1983 graduate of the University of Kansas, Haverstrom took
graduate courses in music at JMU from the fall of 1983 to the spring of
1985. He also was on the marching band staff and in the faculty brass
quartet.
Haverstrom joined the Clyde Beatty-Colc Bros. Circus in 1986. "1
was hired as a side man. It seemed like a good job opportunity, it paid
well, and it seemed like a good experience," he says. "I was freelancing
in Orlando, and this was more steady."
He directs the band — which consists of three trumpet players, two
trombone players, a euphonium player, a bass player and a drummer —
picks out the music, puts the music to the acts and must closely follow
the order in which the acts arc presented because sometimes they are
switched around.

"It's a normal family life. My wife
does the laundry, and we go food
shopping."
— James Haverstrom

Photo courtesy of Clyde Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus

"We play traditional circus music. Top 40, big band music and Las
Vegas
style show music," Haverstrom says.
ve
Havcrstrom's family travels with him, making life on the road easier.
is wife — whom Haverstrom met when he joined the circus — hasI
vclcd with the circus almost her whole life. Her father is the clcphantl
trainer. The Haverstroms also have a three-year old son, who bcgan|
traveling with the circus when he was three days old.
He works seven days a week for the eight-month long season,
performing in 15 shows each week. Haverstrom starts hiring band
members in December and prepares for the start of the season for
approximately two months.
"We travel at night and usually stay in a town two days. We're only
going to be in Harrisonburg for one day, which is kind of unusual," he
says.
"It's a normal family life. My wife does the laundry, and we go food

Mace his head within the powerful jaws of the lion.

See H vERSTROM page 23 >

graphic by Mark Hughes
with Lee Costic
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Greeks display concern, hard work in 'Burg
and the Alternative House.
By Jennifer Judd
staff writer

JMU Greeks have been busy with more than
planning parties and barbecues.
Every JMU fraternity and sorority — whether
service or social — must do at least one service
project yearly. Each organization has a philanthropy
to which they donate time and money.
In 1989-90. Interfratemity Council, Panhellenic
and Black Greek Caucus also joined forces with
individual sororities and fraternities to sponsor such
activities as The Great Hunger Clean-Up.
IFC. Panhellenic and the Black Greek Caucus also
donated money to an alumnae for her daughter to
have an operation to improve her hearing.
SORORITIES
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Chi sponsored the Great Hunger Clean-Up
and worked in Mercy House, the Salvation Army
and Alternative House. The Great Hunger Clean-Up
raised a total of $3300. Alpha Chi also ran a
haunted house on Halloween at Camelot Nursing
Home. Their national philanthropy, the Alpha Chi
Omega foundation, funds Easter Seals, Cystic
Fibrosis and the MacDowell Colony.
Alpha Sigma Alpha
ASA held a "Rock-a-Thon" to raise money for
their philanthropy — the Special Olympics. "We
always raise a lot of money with the Rock-a-Thon,
and donate about $1,000 to $2,000 to the Special
Olympics," says Beth Taylor, an ASA sister. ASA
adopted a two-mile stretch of Reservoir Street to
keep clean, and they sponsor a young girl in Ecuador
to whom they send money, food and clothes. They
also participated in a "Dance-a-Thon" with Sigma
Phi Epsilon to buy a computer for an elderly lady so
she could communicate with others.
Zeta Tau Alpha
ZTA's philanthropy is the Association for
Retarded Citizens. ZTA holds dances, bingo nights
and helps out with canteens for ARC. They also
adopted a grandmother at Camelot Nursing Home
who they visit every week. "When we come to see
her she calls us her 'little JMU girls.' We get a lot
out of it, ioo,n says Cathy Crider, ZTA's service
chairman. Edwin, an underprivileged child in
Bolivia, receives letters and presents as ZTA's
sponsor child. ZTA also took Easter baskets to
children in Rockingham Memorial Hospital and
worked as "Buddies" at the Special Olympics last
weekend.
Alpha Sigma Tau
The Pine Mountain School in Kentucky, an
experimental school built for children living in the
back woods of the Appalachians, is AST's
philanthropy. "It's a low-key, low-pressure
educational program," says Mary O'Brien, an AST
sister. This year AST raised over $200 for the
program. AST also donated time and money to the
Red Cross Blood Drive, recycled aluminum, wrapped
Christmas gifts for undcrprivlcged children, became
a member of the World Wildlife Fund and helped
Alpha Phi Alpha raise $600 for the American
Cancer Society. AST also donated time to help with
spring cleaning at childcare centers, Mercy House

Alpha Gamma Delta
During the fall semester, AGD held their Annual
Balloon Derby on Parents' Weekefid and donated the
money to their philanthropy, the Juvenile Diabetes
Foundation. They also helped the Richmond chapter
of the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation by selling raffle
tickets. AGD has been recycling aluminum to raise
money for the Folk on Tour group, a local dance
repertoire that performs for clubs and schools.
Delta Gamma
DG annually organizes and sponsors Anchor
Splash to raise money for their philanthropy. Aid to
the Blind. This year's event included Lefty Driesell
as the emcee for Mr. and Mrs. Anchorsplash.
Sigma Kappa
Every week, a group of Sigma Kappa sisters visits
their adopted grandfather, Lester Bodkins. Once a
semester they also visit the School for the Blind,
where they helped paint and hide Easter eggs with
the children this semester. Sigma Kappa also helped
raise money for their national philanthropy, the
Fight Against Alzheimer's Disease, by selling
lollipops. Their motto was "Help us lick
Alzheimer's." They also have a "Week of Giving"
every fall when they donate time and money to
different organizations every day.
Sigma Sigma Sigma
This year, Tri Sig raised $700 for a rehabilitative
play/therapy center for children at the Woodrow
Wilson Rehabilitative Center. Tri Sig's
philanthropy is the Robbie Page Memorial Fund,
and their motto is "Sigma serves children." Every
year Tri Sig plans a Christmas party for Big
Brothers and Big Sisters of Harrisonburg. This year's
Christmas party was held at the Tri Sig house,
complete with a Santa Claus, gifts and Christmas
carols. Tri Sig also sponsors Violeta, a young girl
from South America.
FRATERNITIES
Chi Phi
Chi Phi has held fund-raisers such as the slave
trade auction to raise money for its philanthropy, the
Muscular Dystrophy Association. They also
participate in the Adopl-a-Highway program.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Lambda Chi's official philanthropy is Big Brothers
of Harrisonburg, but many of their efforts this year
have been in connection with the Salvation Army.
They helped paint a house for the Salvation Army
and donated a Christmas tree to a family. They were
also given a name of a family, and they delivered "a
ton of groceries to them," says Kevin Morrison,
president of Lambda Chi.
Sigma Nu
In the fall, Sigma Nu sponsors "The Longest
Yard" — a project to benefit the Special Olympics.
They drive to Lexington, where Sigma Nu's national
headquarters are located, and each brother rides a bike
behind the cars for a few miles. Each brother collects
pledges for the distance he rides, and the money
earned goes to Special Olympics. Sigma Nu also
helped at the Special Olympics Games, held over the
weekend in the football stadium.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
SPE also helped out with the Special Olympics in
the JMU stadium over the weekend. Every week two
brothers also donate their time to WMRA, where
they read the newspaper on a station received only
by visually impaired people. Money from bands that
play at the SPE house often are donated to the
Woodrow Wilson Hospital. A portion of the money
brothers pay as dues is used for a tuition give-away
in memory of Steve Miller, a SPE brother who
passed away two summers ago.
PI Kappa Phi
Pi Kappa Phi's philanthropy is PUSH — Play
Units for the Severely Handicapped, to whom they
donate approximately $2,300 each year by
sponsoring various bands and raffles. Last Easter,
along with ZTA, brothers participated in an Easter
Egg hunt and party for retarded citizens. They had 20
members participate in Kappa Sigma's
Dance-a-Thon and helped AST with the Jail-a-Thon.
Pi Kappa Phi has also adopted a grandfather.
Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma's Dance-a-Thon for the March of
Dimes raised approximately $3,000. Subway,
Coca-Cola and Q101 helped sponsor the event.
Brothers also participated in the Jump Rope-a-Thon
for the American Heart Association.
Alpha Kappa Lambda
Last semester, 16 AKL brothers collected
donations from Harrisonburg for the Hugo Relief
Fund and went to South Carolina to help the Red
Cross distribute food to hurricane victims. AKL also
helped Big Brothers and Big Sisters move their
headquarters to a new location.
Alpha Chi Rho
Through recycling their aluminum cans, AXP is
donating money for the Steve Perkins Memorial
Scholarship Fund. AXP also has adopted a
grandfather.
Sigma Pi
Sigma Pi had 25 brothers participate in the March
of Dimes Dance-a-Thon from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. They also sponsor "President for a Day" every
year, where the winner of the raffle trades places
with President Carrier for a day. Proceeds of the
raffle go the Patsy Graham Memorial Fund, in
memory of a little sister who died of cancer. Last
semester Sigma Pi also cleaned and irrigated a
half-mile stretch of Mossy Creek.
Sigma Chi
Sigma Chi recently sponsored the first annual
Derby Days, raising $2,000. Half of that money
will go to Sigma Chi's philanthropy, the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children. They
also participate in the Adopt a Highway program.
They solicited money for the American Heart
Association during "February is Heart Month," and
raked leaves for the family of Dr. Carl Hartcr, the
acting dean of the College of Letters and Sciences,
who passed away earlier this year. The fraternity
works with an evangelical Presbyterian church the
Salvation Army and the United Way. Sigma Chi
also co-sponsored Hands Across JMU.
All of the fraternities helped with Kids' Castle at
Purcell Park cither by distributing food, watching
children or with the actual construction itself.
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Haverstrom
> (Continued from page 21)

Photo courtesy of
Clyde Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus

James Haverstrom
shopping. We also try to do some
site-seeing in the towns we travel
to,".Haverstrom says.
Life on the road is not for
everyone. "But, being on the road
is not as hard as some jobs," he
says. "I have a 37-foot long trailer
that is like a small apartment —
actually it's nicer than some of the

apartments I had in college.
"Yqujiavc to be willing to work
hardVand worlTsevcftdays a week.
You have to be a professional to
do the same thing every day, and
you have, to have stamina. [Road
life] gets tiring around the middle
of the season, but you have to
turn it on and perform because
that's your job," he says.
Haverstrom's family was
initially shocked when he went off
to join the circus, but now "they
really enjoy it," he says. "My
parents come out quite a bit, and
my sister and brother-in-law think
it's great
"Actually, the first time my
parents saw me perform was in the
circus. At first they wondered what
it was all about, but now they
think it's aH pretty neat.
"I love my job," he says. "It's a
nice mixture for me. I get to do
what I always wanted to do —
which is to play my instrument
— and at the same time, I get to
spend an awful lot of time with
my family. I get to see my son
grow up."
"This circus used to play in my
home town all the time when I
was a kid. I never expected that
one day I'd be on the road with the
circus, but I love it."

JMUL

Come join
v

WalkAmerica 90
Saturday, April 28
in the JMU Convo Lot
Walk throughout Harrisonburg, and raise money
with every step. Or help with registration.
Either way, you'll be helping to fight birth defects.

For details, call the

v

March of Dimes
434-7789
Help Harrisonburg serve others at the end of
the school year!

WE'VE GIT

New Arrivals!
M&jrohintQ Roy<£il Duik<es
1989Cassettes $5.00

Compact Disc
$10.00

This summer students on our
moving and painting crews will work
with people their ou n age have an
opportunitN to travel and make from
15500 Ul SdStllt
• I nil tune summer positions
and part time work during the
school year
•Continued emplovment
available throughout
vour college carver
• Ycar-OIT" program
lor those ukingjimc oil
Irom their studies
Call Student Sen ices
todav Charlottcsv ille
80* 9T7-21D9. Northern
\irgima -(> t 8-»»>-1888

>r toll fare 800 ■'66-6831

UKES
anx occasion!
—

STUDENT
SIEIftlCIES

Exterior Houscpainting
Household Goods Moving
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ABOUT GIBBONS DINING HALL
»

In preparation for a major, summer long renovation of Gibbons Hall, the following
Jhefint
changes in service are necessary durin^the
final days of the semester:
SOUPER ONE, LITE ONE, BYTES, THE HAMBURGER LINE,
D-HALL 5, SPAGHETTI WESTERN AND ENTRANCE 6 WILL
ALL CLOSE FOR THE YEAR AFTER THURSDAY. APRIL 26.
ALSO, THERE WILL BE NO FINAL EXAMS IN GIBBONS
HALL THIS SEMESTER.
BEGINNING FRIDAY. APRIL 27. THE HANDICAP
ENTRANCE AND THE AFTER HOURS ID PROBLEM DESK
WILL BE AT ENTRANCE 1. ENTRANCE 1 WILL BE OPEN AS
A REGULAR CONTRACT DINING ENTRANCE DURING
WEEKDAY LUNCHES AND DINNERS. O'DELFS WILL BE
OPEN IN D-HALL 1 AT LUNCH AND DINNER. ENTRANCE 2
& 3 WILL CLOSE LAST AT ALL MEALS. OTHER MINOR
PREPARATIONS FOR THE RENOVATION WILL BE EVIDENT
TO CUSTOMERS, SUCH AS REMOVAL OF PICTURES.
ON FRIDAY, MAY 4, ONLY D-HALLS 3 & 4 WILL BE OPEN,
AND ONLY THE HANDICAPPED MAY USE ENTRANCE 1.
GIBBONS HALL WILL CLOSE FOR THE YEAR AT 2 P.M.
MAY 4. MEALS FOR GRADUATING SENIORS WILL BE
PROVIDED OVER THE WEEKEND AT TOP DOG.
WATCH THE DIGEST FOR MORE DETAILS!!!
Food Services regrets the inconvenience these preparations may cause. However, the
renovation is so extensive the contractor must begin work in May I in order to finish
before next semester. We appreciate your patience, and we hope you will enjoy the
changes when you return next fall.
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SPORTS
'Multibone'
debuts at
spring game
By John R. Craig
staff writer

The debut of the multibone attack for JMU's
football team hoped to prove correct the axiom "the
best defense is a good offense." But it was just the
opposite Saturday as the Purple and Gold game
finished spring practice.
The annual battle to establish summer bragging
rights saw the Gold team — first team defense and'
second team offense, led by assistant head coach and
defensive coordinator Jim Pletcher — beat Dukes'
rookie offensive coordinator Tony DeMeo and the
Purple — the first learn offense and second team
defense. JMU head coach Joe Purzycki watched from
the press box.
See MULTIBONE page 26 >

NCAA is too lax
If there's snow on the ground in April, it must be
spring. And since at this time of year sporting minds
turn to the one true activity the season calls for, it's
no surprise what we're to expect.
That's right, folks. It's time for spring football at
JMU.

climates, not worrying about their defensive
secondaries and such. So why do they continue to do
it?
Because the NCAA lets them.
College athletics in general has come under fire
recently for becoming too professional. Shoe
contracts, illegal recruiting and gambling all have
tarnished the image of once-respected big-time
COMMENTARY
athletics. Yet for every school that is caught, two
more probably slip by.
And don't think the NCAA doesn't know this.
Mark DeStefano
Take the case of shoe contacts. The idea basically is
harmless — paying schools to wear a certain brand of
shoe as an advertisement. But like most harmless
Of course, this natural phenomenon is taking place situations, if left unchecked, it goes haywire.
Everyone from the coaches to the shoe companies has
all over the country. Yet why it happens is still a
mystery — like snow in April. The players probably been blamed for the outbreak of shoe contract-related
incidents, but the blame need not be put any further
wouldn't mind getting some extra time off, and you
than the four letter word known as the NCAA.
wouldn't have to twist the coaches' arms to get them
to spend their springs in somewhat more favorable
See NCAA page 30>-

Men's club
loses 11-10
to Maryland
By Mark DeStefano
staff writer

-

■

ft
Staff photo by CHRIS TYREE
JMU lacrosse club attackman Greg Murrel brings the ball upfleld against the Maryland club defense.

Despite a brilliant performance
from goalkeeper Jay Vaughan, the
men's lacrosse club dropped its final
home game of the season in a
dramatic 11-10 fashion to the club
team from the University of
Maryland Thursday on Godwin
Field.
But even more disturbing than the
narrow loss have been the number of
games postponed due to inclement
weather, said player/coach Gary
Mossenbach.
"The canceled games really affected
our season this year," he said. "We
would have a game one weekend and
then have two games canceled the
next weekend. Our morale just died.
"There was one period when we
didn't have a game for two to three
weeks," he said. "People begin to
lose interest when all you do is
practice for five days a week and
don't ever play a game."
Against the club team from
Maryland, morale and interst were
not a problem. The men's club
blilMi the Maryland defense early,
and the starting attack line of Greg
Murrel, Tim Gillion and Duncan
See LACROSSE page 30>
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Multibone
>• (Continued from page 25)

"It's always a struggle in the spring when one goes
against one, because the defense has seen all of your
plays for a 20-day period," Purzycki said. "They're
familiar with your attack."
While the spring game doesn't constitute ultimate
game conditions, it lays the foundation for preseason
preparation. DcMco isn't sure what motivates players
during the workouts, but he took his first spring in
Harrisonburg seriously.
"We had a good spring with [the new offense],'
DcMco said. "Tonight things just weren't bouncing
our way ... on the Purple side. On the other side,
the Gold looked like Ail-Americans.''
The coaching staff, wary of opponents' scouts in
the stands, stifled the offensive output, and Gold
blasted Purple 31-6. Originally, Purzycki planned to
hold the spring game Wednesday and an abbreviated
show Saturday for recruits and their families. But
team injuries in the past month forced the entire game
to Saturday. Scouts from home opener Liberty,
Virginia Military and William and Mary were

reportedly in attendance Saturday.
"We reeled in the offense and wouldn't let them do
very much because we had a number of our opponents
here to see us," Purzycki said.
Both Purzycki and DeMeo tag Eriq Williams as the
number one signal caller. Williams ran the Purple's
attack in the first half, but put no points on the board
with a series of incompletions and fumbles. He
doesn't think it was new-offense jitters or lack of
confidence.
"A lot of it was we had so much pressure in our
face, the defense was just there and it wasn't the best
conditions, so that had a lot to do with it," Williams
said. "Everything's going to be good. It's going to be
a good offense as far as I can tell."
But backup quarterback Tom Green "certainly made
a case for himself," according to Purzycki, and led the
second team offense to two first—half touchdowns. He
switched jerseys for the second half to work with the
Purple. DeMeo said it was pre-planned for the top
two quarterbacks to work under simulated game
conditions.
The multibone attack centers around the

quarterback, but both tried to shoulder too much of
the burden, Purzycki said. Williams' and Green's
passing was "hot and cold," but "Eriq is our
quarterback" and Green the reliever.
"If you've got Citation in the stable, you run
him," Purzycki said. "I mean he's there, and I keep
that in mind so if the guy's tired or exhausted [I can
substitute]. If you've got an old nag in the stable,
that's different.
"I thought [Green] looked very good and he has all
spring," Purzycki said. "He continues to put the heat
on. I thought Eriq did some things well also but it's
hard to evaluate the personnel with all of the dropped
balls and fumbles. You can't tell what was
systems-related and what was personnel-related until
the coaches sec the film."
Last year at this time the Dukes' number one
quarterback was Roger Waters. Waters, who was
replaced by Williams as the starter midway through
last season, has since decided to change positions.
He had been experimenting at inside linebacker
See MULTIBONE page 31 >■

Baker leads Dukes
to 2nd in the CAA
By Maurice Jones
staff writer

After her team completed one of
its best regular seasons ever, JMU
women's tennis head coach Maria
Malcrba figured the only roadblock
between the Dukes and the Colonial
Athletic Association tournament
title was perennial conference
champion William and Mary.
She figured right.
William and Mary won its fifth
straight CAA title yesterday at the
Godwin tennis courts. The Tribe
outdistanced JMU by 14 points, 48
1/2 to 34 1/2. Richmond finished
third with 23 1/2 points.
JMU had plenty of opportunities
to capture the title after placing four
players in the six singles finals and
all three doubles teams in the finals.
But only Stephanie Baker could pull
out a victory for the Dukes with her
6-1, 6-3 win over William and
Mary's Jane Wood in the flight four
match.
"I thought we did real well getting
four out of six singles players in the
finals," Malerba said. "It's probably
one of the strongest showings we've
ever had. If a couple of matches
would have gone the other way, it
could have been a closer finish at
one and two."

Staff photo by CHRIS HAWS

Amy Wilder [above] took the first set In the flight five finals against
W&M's Deb Herring. But Herring spoiled the upset bid 4-6,7-5,6-0.

In JMU's other singles finals,
Rcnee Lemmerman lost a tough
two-set match to the Tribe's Kirstcn
Caister, 7-5, 6-3, after upsetting
Richmond's Patricia Rodriquez in a
three-set semifinal thriller.

"I was pleased with Rcncc's upset
win because she had lost to
[Rodriquez] just last week, so it is a
good win for her," Malcrba said.
In the flight five match, JMU's
Amy Wilder took the first set from
William and Mary's Deb Herring and
was leading late in the second set,
but Herring worked her way back
into the set and eventually won 7-5.
The momentum from the comeback
swept her through the final set,
squashing Wilder's upset bid, 6-0.
Jen Brandt struggled in the flight
six match against the Tribe's
Danielle Webster and was shutout
6-0, 6-0. Malerba attributed the loss
to Brandt's inability to beat a case of
nerves.
"Jen was a little nervous. It was
her last match and her family being
here got to her a little bit, and she
didn't play very well," Malerba said.
In the doubles flight one match,
JMU's Daniela Pino and
Lemmerman lost to Richmond's
Robin Curcuru and Rodriquez in
straight sets, 6-4, 6-2. In flight two
action, Baker and Justine Higgins
fell to William and Mary's Wood and
Webster.
JMU's only bright spot in doubles
play came when Brandt and Wilder
beat the Tribe's Herring and Cynthia
Mitchell 6-3 in the first set. Herring
and Mitchell took control in the
second set and finished the Dukes off
6-2, 6-2 in the final two sets.
"That was real disappointing. We
had good draws, we got into all the
finals, and we didn't seem to be able
to put it all together," Malcrba said.
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Staff photo by CHRIS HAWS
Freshman Erica Bates readies herself for the 400-meter dash while teammate junior Cathy Beck holds the blocks for her during the
JMU Invitational held last weekend. Bates went on to take first place In the event In a time of 56.2.

Only 20 more students will choose Olde Mill Village.

ONLY 20 MORE WILL ENJOY:
0 Full-Size Washer & Dryers in
Large Utility Room.
0 Spacious Living Rooms.
EJ Large Closets.
0 Plenty of Lighted Parking.

4344876

Si Microwave, Dishwasher,
Ice Maker.
0 Deadbolts & Door Viewers.
Bl Basketball Court &
Sunbathing Area.

Call Berkeley Realty TODAY!
Realty. Inc. of Harnsonburg I I

1373 S, Main St.

A A and fi«rd*i\B®

The 21st student will be left out...DON'T BE THIS STUDENT!
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STOP BY AND SEE WHAT OUR COPY CENTER HAS TO OFFER!
FEATURING:

Low Prices!!
Reductions!
Enlargements!
Flyers!
Newsletters!
Posters!
Convenient hours!

On campus convenience!
Fast service!
Transparencies!
Resumes!
Binding capabilities!
Fluorescent Paper!

We accept

Accounts.

Located near Greek Row
Phone: 568-3908
Hours: 7am -8pm
Mon - Thu
7am - 7pm Fri

Serving all
students, faculty
and staff of JMU
community

It's That Time Of Year!
The 1990

JJ

IB
HJ

Have
Arrived!!!
Pick up your copy on the WCC East Patio
the week of April 23,10a.m.- 4p.m.
Don't forget your student I.D!
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In case of inclement weather
that day's distribution will be cancelled.

N
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Dukes edged by
W&M in Colonials
Despite winning championships
in three singles flights and one
doubles flight, the JMU men's
tennis team was edged 34-33 by
William and Mary at the Colonial
Athletic Assocation tennis
championships Saturday at the
University of Richmond.
The Dukes' singles titles came
from Dave Swart/ at number two,
Quentin Kelly at number five and
Harris Rosenblatt at number six.
JMU's Steve Secord and Marc
Brix won the number one doubles
title.
JMU lost three singles semifinal
matches, including Secord at
number one, Brix at number three
and Malt Goetz at number four.
Rosenblatt and Kelly finished
second in number three doubles.
William and Mary won the
championship for the second time
in three years after it was taken by
JMU last year.
JMU defeated the Tribe 6-3 in
their meeting April 14.
The Dukes ended the season with
a 16-2 record in dual matches.

Tapscott resigns as
AU head coach
After eight years and a 109-122
career record, American University's
men's head basketball coach Ed
Tapscott has resigned.
Tapscott, a widely respected
authority on college athletics,
announced he will become the
Director of Team Sports for
Advantage Internatioal, a sports
management firm based in
Washington, D.C.
He will be replaced by long-time
assistant coach and friend, Chris
Knoche.
In an interview with the
Washington Post, Tapscott, 36,
who earned a law degree at AU, said
he has been waiting for this type of
opportunity.
"It's an opportunity to marry two
interests — basketball and legal
training — which has been on hold
for eight years now."

JMU women second
in W&M golf tourney
The JMU women's golf team
scored a 319-328-319-966 to finish
second of nine teams at the William
and Mary Ford's Colony Women's
Golf Invitational April 20-22.

William and Mary won the
tournament with a score of
306-339-314-959.
Donna Mart/, was the top finisher
for JMU as she finished third, four
strokes off the pace, with a score of

Men's track and
field wins six events
The JMU men's track and field
team won seven events at the JMU
Invitational held at the JMU
Stadium April 21.
Jerry Roney qualified for the
IC4A Championships in both the
400-meter hurdles and the
100-meter dash as he won both
events. He won the 400-meter
hurdles in 52.7 seconds and tied for
the victory in the 100-meter dash
with teammate Marcel Davis at
10.4 seconds. Davis qualified for
the IC4As as well.
By winning the 200-mctcr dash in
21.6 seconds, Maurice Duckett also
qualified for the IC4As.
Pete Weilenmann set a school
record with a 1:51.8 finish in the
800-meter run.
The Dukes 400-metcr relay team
of Kendall Curry, Terence
Sheppard, Davis and Roney won

TEN MONTH LEASE
BEGINNING AUGUST 1st
AND RECEIVE A
"FREE MICROWAVE"
WHEN YOU MOVE IN!
(Yours to keep!)

INQUIRE TODAY!

Davis and Curry also won
individual events. Davis jumped
214" to take the long jump, and
Curry jumped 45'10" to take the
triple jump.

Beck wins 2 events
at Invitational
Cathy Beck won both the
100-meter and 200-meter dash at the
JMU Invitational held at the JMU
Stadium April 21.
Beck won the KX)-meters in 11.8
seconds and qualified for the IC4A
Championships by finishing the
200-meters in 24.6 seconds.
Teammate Princess Hicks, who
finished second behind Beck in the
200-meters at 24.8 seconds, also
qualified for the IC4As.
Other first place finishers for
JMU were Danielle Legendre with a
5'4" jump in the high jump; Davida
Walker with a 14.2 second finish in
the 100-meter hurdles; and Erica
Bates with a 56.2 second finish in
the 400-meter dash.

mm

3QEBM£j
SECURE A

the event with a time of 40.5
seconds.

■> $300 per week! o

Royal Prestige needs students to supplement
summer work force in the Northern VA, MD,
and Harrisonburg areas.
All Majors will be considered.

Earn an all expense paid trip to
St. Pete's Beach, FLORIDA
For further information call: (703) 432-6055 H'burg
(703) 709-9133 Northern VA

NEED MORE SPACE?

434 - 2220

<2

MON.-FBI:10-6

SAT: 10 -5

♦ But you'll have to hurry! ♦
♦ Offer is limited to the first 10 apartments ♦
(1 per APARTMENT)

]*■

U - STOR.IT
U ■ LOCK IT
U - KEEP KEY

SUN: 1-5

STUDENT STORAGE
10% Discount
with student I.D.
until Sept. 30 '89

^VJ^C^

Rent Your Own
Storage Space

433-1234
Across From Dukes Plena on S. Main St.

w

m
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Lacrosse
> (Continued from page 25)

went ahead for good, stopping several
last minute rallies and coming away
with the victory.
"One goal is nothing to get frustrated
about," Vaughan said, referring to the
game. "The game is too fast paced to
get frustrated, you don't have the time.
Every half is a new game, and you just
hope to come out on top."
Mossenbach also was quick to point
out that playing Maryland's club team
isn't like playing just another club
team.
"A lot of guys go to Maryland to
play lacrosse because of the reputation
of their varsity team," Mossenbach
said. "If for one reason or another they
don't make the varsity team, a lot of
that talent carries over onto the club
team. That's a luxury they have due to
their reputation."
Vaughan said, "Playing a club from
a Division I school, you're going to
have a lot of quality talent,^)ut we
expected that. With the poor practice
weather we've had this week, we just
wanted to come together and play a
good game heading into the
tournement this weekend."
Next year the club will follow the
lead of the women's soccer club and
begin competing on the Division I
level.
"Thewhave been rumors since 1979
about making lacrosse a team sport at
JMU, but no commitment to
appropiate money has ever been made,"
he said. "The only problem is that
once we do start competing on the
Division I level, we can no longer
have a club team. We don't have the
luxury that Maryland does in being

NCAA
► (Continued from page 25)

The NCAA allows multi-million
dollar shoe contracts to exist without
ever checking the books to see into
whose pocket the money is going —
coach or player? They allow fall sports
to practice in the spring, and vice
versa, creating an atmosphere entirely
too competive for college athletics.
Did you know the JMU men's
basketball team is allowed to — and
on certain occasions did — practice
after their elimination from the NIT [a
team can hold organized practices until
the national championship]?
What kind of mentality is the NCAA
trying to create here? Granted, for
players like Steve Hood or Fess Irvin
who may actually get the opportunity
to play pro ball, it's quite beneficial.
But for all the walk-ons, the bench
players, the guys who are simply on
the team to provide bodies at practice
— what good does this do them? They
don't need the stress of big-time

able to satisfy everyone's interest in
the game.
"Right now, the club is slated to go
to Division I in 1992," Massenbach
said. "If we can get some full-time
coaches, we have a lot of young talent
and a lot of interest, then maybe we
can get the university's interest level
about the game to pick up. There are
60 guys on our roster, and while you
can't play them all in a game, il shows
that the student body definitely wants
to see Division I lacrosse action."
Booth accounted for five goals and
three assists, giving the team a 5-3
first half lead.
On the defensive end, Vaughan
turned away an early barrage of
Maryland shots and continued to stifle
the opposing offense as he tallied 17
saves in the first half alone, securing a
6-5 halftime lead. For the game,
Vaughan stopped 39 of 50 Maryland
shots, giving a performance
Mossenbach called "outstanding, his
best of the season."
"The key to every game we've played
this year is to get out to a fast start,"
Vaughan said after the game. "We want
to play good defense early, get a couple
of cheap goals early and then hold on
towards the end. Both teams came fast
today, and we held our own in the first
half."
The second half left off where the
first-half action ended, as both teams
again came to fast starts. Midfielder
Sean Edwards led the home attack with
two quick goals to keep the team even
with their opponents at 8-8. The two
teams then spent the remainder of the
game exchanging goals. But with less
than 3:00 left in the game, Maryland

IN THE DELI-PASTRY SHOPPE

FRESH

Deli Fresh
Fried Chicken

California
Strawberries

B-Piece Box

Quart

$

college athletics to interfere with the
best years of their lives.
What the NCAA must do is tighten
up. Tougher rules covering every
aspect of athletics from recruitment to
competition to what athletes are doing
when they're not blocking shots or
kicking field goals need to be instituted
and enforced.
The road is long, and the workload is
going to be extremely difficult.
Coaches may not help because they
love the status quo. Players only know
playing and feel they should do as
much of it as possible before their
knees give out Universities are
making way loo much money to even
give a damn as to where it's coming
from, so don't expect any help from
the institution. If anything is to be
done to save the sorry state of amalucr
athletics in America's colleges, it will
have to be done solely on the work
ethic of the NCAA.
And the way they've slacked off in
the past, I wouldn't hold my breath.

5

Lay's Brand
Potato Chips..

99

$109
10-oz.

U.S. GRADE A CHICKEN

Perdue Thighs
or Drumsticks

£

0

lb.

69*

NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE,
CAFFEINE FREE DIET PEPSI,
CAFFEINE FREE PEPSI.

Diet Pepsi
or Pepsi Cola

Kingsford
Charcoal

2 Liter

10-lb. Bag

$109

1

12-PAK 12-OZ. CANS . . . $3.19

3

$049
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Multibone
>■ (Continued from page 26)

before a minor knee injury and a bruised foot kept
him from suiting up for the past week and a half. No
definite decision concerning Waters' position will be
made until pre-season.
Saturday was not a night of progress, and the
biggest problem was handling the ball, Purzycki said.
Both teams each had five turnovers — Purple five
fumbles and Gold three fumbles and two
interceptions.
The coaches say fullbacks Willie Lanicr and Garrett
Washington have inside tracks on starting roles, and
the weak spot is at wide receiver.
"We have a ways to go, but we knew that coming
in," DeMeo said. "When you play a wide open
offense, you're going to have your share of
incompletions, miscues and turnovers. We had more
than our share tonight
"Right now the foundation is in and what we have,
to do is fine-tune it," DeMeo said.
The Gold amassed 475 yards of total offense to
Purple's 255. Redshirt freshman Joe Sparksman led
the Gold rushing attack with 96 yards on nine carries.
Green ran five times for 72 yards and passed for 62
yards. Mike Ragin scored two first-half Gold

touchdowns before leaving with a sprained ankle. The
first was a 5-yard run and the second, a 43-yard pass
play from Green with 34 seconds left in the first half.
Purple was led by Williams 112 yards on 27
scrambles. He completed 4 of 13 passes for just 37
yards. Lanicr carried 12 limes for 57 yards. Purzycki
said when the fast pitching started, both squads "were
unable to execute it"
Defensively, Pletcher says the defense is deep, and
that means better competition.
"I don't think anybody on that defense is going to
come away and come into preseason thinking they
have a job," Pletcher said. "And that's the way it
should be."
But Pletcher did admit that returning starters Faris
Fahcd, Shannon Vissman and Eupton Jackson
impressed them. Also, Dion Foxx, Brian Lewis and
Tracy Harrod had excellent spring workouts, according
to Pletcher.
Enough returning part-lime and full-time players
ensure that the leadership will be there. Pletcher
thinks the defense is beginning to develop a
chip on-the-shoulder attitude.
"The thing I really thought tonight that we didn't
have all spring was a great intensity," he said. "I

BASEBALL
Today — Virginia Tech at
JMU, 3 p.m.
Tuesday — Penn State at

thought the guys pulled themselves together. For the
first time the coaches are out of the huddle, and I
could see the nucleus come together."
Purzycki said this was the first time since he's been
at JMU that all 20 days were not used on the ficjd
because of weather, causing them to "lose continuity
and sharpness."
The layoffs and spring practice motivation was
tougher for the 22 rostered seniors to handle than for
some younger players.
"It's springtime," free safety Jackson said. "It's not
like the regular season when you've got to go 100
percent every day. I think the breaks gave everybody a
chance relax and to do what they have to do."
But Williams takes it as a pure game situation.
"I just take it as a real game," he said. "It's a big
rivalry — offense against defense. Right now they're
saying Gold, Gold, Gold. Defense just had our
number tonight"
After taking Sunday off, the coaching staff will
evaluate the game film today and tomorrow and get a
laundry list ready for the fall workouts.
"I clearly recognize what our problems are,"
Purzycki said, "and they're all correctable."

JMU, doubleheader, 1 p.m.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Tuesday — Towson State at
JMU, 3:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S TRACK
FIELD
Wednesday — at
relays.

AND
Penn

i

(INWERSITV
V_J FAT APP I

A WELL ESTABLISHED
STUDENT COMMUNITY!

The Place to Be!

3 and 4 bedroom condos with 2 full baths
(available furnished or unfurnished)

Just a 4 block walk to campus, University Place offers
convenience at economical rent rdtes!
ALL CONDOS INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•

Patio or deck
Deadbolts, doorviewerst-and smoke detectors
Range, refrigerator, distfwasher, washer and dryer
living room & bedrooms pre-wired for telephone and cable
Electric heat pump for energy efficient heating and air conditioning

434-1876

Realty. Inc. of Hairisohbui^X I ML H?J]32§§8>

Your Guide ToOff-CompusHousing

1373 S. Main St.
2i
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"Come Out And Receive Your Blessing"
Place

Date

Time

Guest Speaker

Blackwell
Auditorium

April 22
I

7:00 p.m.

Minister Dan
Robertson

Duke A100

April 23

7:00 p.m.

Minister David Forbes

Duke A200

April 24

7:00 p.m.

Minister Antonio
Thomas

sponsored by
Student Christian Outreach Ministries

Congratulations
Graduates
YOUR DECREE MAY HAVE
EARNED YOU A NEW CAR!
CALL NOW TO FIND OUT HOW

. (703) 934-6676
GREG NOLAN

BILL WAUGH

DRIVE TO YOUR NEW JOB IN STYLE

N0 MONEY DOWN
|\|0 COSIGNERS
Nfl PREVIOUS CREDIT
■™ NEEDED

JgBenchmark Leasing
"A Good Dal Bttur"

Available for nursing
students.
Paid prai rical experience in
Northern Virginia,
Maryland.
and Washington DC.
medical

or denial offices.
A $500 scholarship will be
awarded late August to the
best temporary worker!
Please Call
Team Placement Service
(703) - 820 - 8618

*

FREE

~J«

PREGNANCY
TESTING
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL

"Harrisonburg Crisis
(Pregnancy Center
434-7S2S
ZS2 Tost "Wolft Strut
"Harris or^urg
Tuesday-"tipon To 8 <FM
Tfuirsday-ffpon To 8 VM
yriday-9 !VHTo 9(pon

Sportstip?
If you
have any
sports
info, call
x6127.
Hill

CALL ROOSEVELT SQUARE
TODAY AT
432-9685 or 433-2615
• * t j > J i l H11 ii i ,i 11! 1t5

.131* '
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Dukettes get rave
reviews at regionals
The JMU Dance Squad beat out
five other top-ranked dance squads
in the 1990 East Coast Regional
Dance Team Competition April 8
at Duke University.
The 16-member squad entered
three divisions: full squad (more
than 10 dancers), pair/trio and
individual.
Sophomore Grace Santos won
first place over eight other
dancers in the individual
com pc-ti Ion.
Terri Hickman, Kelly Combs
and Suzanne Harper took second
place out of five teams in the
pair/trio competition.
The Dance Squad consists of
seniors Hickman, Harper,
Combs, Kay Anderson, Margot
Bozarth and Goldie Harris;
juniors Christine Criscimagna,
Karen Shelton and Carrie Sauer;
and sophomores Santos,
Stephanie Hosier, Claudia Bedard,
Lauren Barker, Lori Werner and
Joy Satterfield.
The Dukettes gave much
thanks to chaperone and coach
Dawn Kennedy for doing a
wonderful job and being so
supportive.

Dukes dodge rain, beat Flames 9-4
The JMU baseball team upped its
home record to 14-1 Saturday with a
rain shortened 9-4 win over Liberty at
Long Field.
The win, which upped the Dukes
record to 20-16, was the first time in
the past four tries JMU has been able
to beat the Flames. Liberty fell to
18-15.
Hot-hitting Dwight Rowe got the
Dukes on track in the First inning with
a two-run homer, his fifth of the
season.
Rowe, who upped his average to
.329 by going three for four, now leads
the Dukes in home runs, doubles (13)
and RBIs (29).
But the lead was short lived as
Liberty short stop Doug Brady knocked
in two runs with a single off JMU
starter Hugh Broomall.
The Dukes regained a lead they
would never relinquish in the third
with at two-out RBI single by Kevin
Sisk and another run scored by Mike
Hubbard on a passed ball.
After a 46-minute rain delay held
things up in the fourth, JMU came
alive with two outs in the bottom of
the fifth. Back to back two-run doubles
by Rob Mummau and Rowe gave the
Dukes an 8-2 lead.
Liberty picked up two runs in the

Staff photo by VASHA HUNT
JMU's Hugh Broomall allowed two runs on six hits for his fourth win.
top of the sixth to cut the lead to 8-4.
After a monster home run by Kevin
Sisk in the bottom half of the sixth,
the rains came down hard, ending the
first game an inning short and causing
the second game to be canceled.

Broomall hurled 4 2/3 innings,
allowing 2 runs on six hits, with four
walks and a strikeout, to up his record
to 4-1. He was replaced by Brian
Kimmel, who pitched the final 1 1/3
to pick up a save.

T/te "Entertainment "PeopCe
Upcoming Events
•Thursday, April 26: THE CONNELLS , 5:00-9P.M. $5
*>
Opening Band-EVERYTHING --Co-sponsored by UPB, IFC, Panhellenic
•Thursday, April 26: Denny Dent-'Two-Fisted Art Attack"
12-1, on the Patio.

Movies of the Week
•Tuesday & Wednesday, April 24 & 25: Driving Miss Daisy 7 & 9:30 p.m.
G/S $1.50w/ID $2w/out
•Thursday April 26: Meatballs 7 & 9:30 p.m. G/S $1.50 w/ID $2 w/out
•Friday & Saturday, April 27&28: Always 7 & 9:30 p.m. G/S $1.50 w/ID $2w/out

Special Announcements
Get YourCONNELL Tickets Today!!!

CALL THE UPB HOTLINE x6504

UNIVBBITY
PROGMM
BCHRD
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WeVe just lowered
the price of your
ticket to the top.

Announcing a new low price on the Macintosh Plus.
If you want to move to the top of your
class and the top of your chosen profession,
we have a suggestion. The Macintosh* Plus,
the most affordable member of our powerful family of Macintosh computers.
Use it to draft a research paper, turn
a mountain of calculus into a molehill, or
graph the latest stock index. Once you've
mastered one application, you can use them
all because all Macintosh software works
the same way. The Macintosh Plus can
also grow with you as your needs change.

It runs the same software as the rest of the
Macintosh family; and you can even add
memory and a hard disk.
Best of all, you'll save if you buy now.
Meaning you'll have money left over for
life's little essentials. Like pepperoni pizza.
So come on in and get your hands on a
Macintosh Plus today. And start living life at
the top for less.
*

The power to be your best."

.Mm
C mo Apple tompuiff Inc Apple ihe Apple topi, and Macimnsh an- rrp«fffdtra*martao< Apple Uniipuitr.lnc The power lobe your heu is a trademark of Apple Computer

IIK

!
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COMICS
CALVIN AND HOBBES
ttey, IOOKIT
»ne sissy who
didn'-V signup
for recess
baseball.

1 51GNED UP TO PLAN
BASEBALL EVERV RECESS,
AND 1 DOUT EVEN Z/*£
--__—, BASEBALL
'- KQ V THAT MUCH

1 HEAR VOJ SIGNED VJP TO
PLM SOFTBALL AT RECESS
NEAH, BUT I
DIDN'T EVEN WANT
TO I JUST OlD
IT TO STOP
GETTING TEASED.

OK yeaW ? "V
You'd ratV\«r
I WASNT
play dolls on
PLM INS
WITW
H-i« playground
wrtV\ girls.
DOLLS.'

I MEAN, ITS FUN PLMlNG
BASEBALL WITH JUST Wtf,
BECAUSE WE BOTH GET TO
PITCH, BAT, RUN AND CATCH
Ml AT ONCE.
WE GET TO PO
EVERYTHING.

Bill Watterson
Sur« you
I'M NOT A
weren't.'
WIMP.' IN FACT,
Let rrvesee I WAS GOING
your Barbie TO THE OFFKE
doll, you
TO SIGN DP
Sissy wimp! FOR BASEBALL
RIGHT NOW.'
\

MOST LI WE
JUST ARGUE
OVER THE RULES
WE MAKE DP.'
THATS THE PART
I L\KE

BUT THIS win
BE WlTN HAMS
AKD ASSIGNED
R>5lT10HS AND
AN UMPIRE.'
ITS fMMF
PLANING \T
THE REkl

WEIL, SPORTS ARE GCOD FOR
EVERN TIME I'VE BJILT CHARVOU THEN TEACH TEAMWORK ACTER, VVE REGRETTED IT.'
AND COOPERATION. 10U LEARH I DoNT HkHT TO LEARN TEAM
HOW TO WIN GRACIOUSLY AND WORK ! I DONT HW TO LEAfcN
ACCEPT DEFEAT IT BUILDS
ABOUT WINNING ANO LOSING.'
CHARACTER
HECK., I DONT EVEN WANT TO
COMPETE! YIHATS WRONG WITH.
JUST HAVING FUN «N 10UKSELF,
HOU?/

THEN AGAIN. IE I'M NOT
A WIMP, WUH AM I
TAKING THE PATH OF
LEAST RESISTANCE?

DO KM EVEN
KNOW HOU
TO PLAN THE.

GASTROPODS— Darryl Draper
GREAT MOMENTS IN SLUG EXPLORATION:
THE FIRST SLUGS TO REACH THE NORTH POLE

SEE.TUATS

ANOTHER
PROBLEM.'
SUPPOSE WEN
MAKE ME A
HALFBACK.
CAN I TACKLE
THE SHORTSTOP
OR NOT' .
7
'

THROUGH THE MIRACLE OF
GENETIC RESEARCH
THE SPLUG WAS CREATED
....HALF SLUG....HALF SPAM

WUEN NOU GROW UP,
IT'S NOT ALLOWED.
7AU.THE MORE

REASON I
SHOULD 00
\ IT NOW

&3
CAMPUS LIFE

fVcWk yeo I'M
iPC>'io«,doV

Chris DeCarlo
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MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM -

tOOK,6RIMMtt ATTftA 005TWOW
RRSTP£ACe(NABlGCAT5H0U)
AMPiWWWg'RgGO/NG TO B£

-Mike Peters

/RUBES

■ Leigh Rubin

WHVP0IALUJAV5

mum CM

M S0M50ME „

"Don't be silly. Of course you're not
obligated to purchase any Girl Scout
cookies from my daughter. Why, just ask
Murray. He didn't buy a single box last year.'

THE FAR SIDE

Semi-desperadoes

Gary Larson

Murray is caught desecrating
the secret appliance burial grounds.

Nerds of the Old West
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CLASSIFIEDS
1 BR Apt.
The Commons - New student housing near campus,
869 Port Republic Rd. 4 BR furnished or unlumished,
W/D. Call 432-O600.
Celebrate Spring At The Country Place - Lodging 4
camping on the Shenandoah River, 40 mi. north. 2 BR
chalet, $185/weekend. S BR lodge, S29S/weeker>d.
Fireplaces, waterbed, canoeing, hiking, horseback
riding. Completely outfitted campground. Cal for
resetvations/brochure. (703)743-4007
Sublet - dde Mill Village, private room. 1140 t utilities.
Call 434-7109.
4 BR, 2 Bath Condo - University Place. W/D, range,
DW. microwave, refrigerator, lumished. Avaiabie Aug. 1,
Call (703)564-2277.
4 BR Apt. - With wall-to-wall carpeting, spacious living
room with fireplace, true 10 minute walk on S. Main St
I lo front of campus. Plenty ol parking, personal/
[ managed by owner. »"|75/BR. Call after 6 pm. 434-3509
University Place - $206/mo. Negotiablel Furnished, 4
[gins. Brad, 433-5372.
use - 1 Block from JMU. 3 BR available August.
2126

Month-to-month lease. Quiet
non-partiers. Like new Dutchmill Court
(4 blocks). $315. Available now.
434-2100

Sublet For Summer - Campus Condos. $130/mo. Alice
at 432-9943.
Hay/Summer Subleass - Campus Condos, lumished 3
BR Price negotiable. 433-9790
Gigantic Room - Great location 4 great price. For May
ft/or summer. Call Scott, 434-3279. '

434-2100
Student Housing - Qualm, 4 BR, 2 bath in lourplex
Quiet neighborhood with bus stop. Fully furnished. $215.
740-8905
[3 People Needed - To share an apt. al Campus
[Condos. Cal Darren at 434-6531 (home) or 433-9287
I (work). 7:30 - midnight, Monday - Thursday.
[ 4 BR Avaiabie - For sublet at the new Hunters Ridge
lownhouses. Summer months. Price negotiable. Contact
I 432-6313 or 434-3917.
Apt. - College Station. Girls. Available Aug. 1. Fuly
furnished. 434-6411, day; 833-2708, night.
Madison Square Townhouse - 3 BR, 2-1/2 bath.
Remodeled, fully furnished, Need 4 girls to share at
$175 each. Lease begins Aug. 25th, Summer sublease
available also. Call collect (804)464-5304.

May/Summer - Share large room, Forest Hills, $95.
433-6686, Phyllis.

Condo - College Station, 4 BR Close to JMU 4
shopping center. Just painted W/D. $190/mo. Call
Steven, 433-4805 or Mr Allbnght, (703)323-6697.
University Piece - 3 BR $200/mo. negotiable. Juke,
433-5374.
Summer Rental - 4 BR duplex dose to JMU. Al
appliances included. W/D, central air. 434-7956
evenings.
Grad Student or Professional - 2 BR, room air. deck,
glass doors, fireplace, lease, no pets. Quiet
neighborhood. Walking distance, 10 min. Non-smokers.
434-4186

Hay/Summer Sublet - Forest Hills, 4 BR, 3 bath, deck.
Price negotiable. Call 433-3580
Room - Ash by Crossing, Male/lemale, $120/mo. ♦
utilities, May/Summer. (703)248-1005.
Northern Va. Graduating Seniors - Room avaiabie
May 1. Call soon. (703)685-7145

May-August

Efficiency Apt - Close to campus. Year lease. Starts
June '90. No smokers. No pets. Cal 433*283, Jom.
$225/mo. With utilities.
Need A Room For The Summer? Ony 7 minutes Irom
campusl Cal Lani/AJeen to negotiate price. Campus
Condos. 433-4974.
May/June Sublet JM Apis. - $115 4 utilities. Karen,
434-9820.
'
Safe Storage Units - Close to campus. 8x10x20.
$207mo. 433*283

Summer And/Or Fall - Room in Country Club Court.
Fully furnished. Call Paul for info. Owner is licensed.
433-8293

2 BR Townhouse
1-1/2 baths, ike new on Dutchmil Court. 4
blocks from JMU. Large BRs, closets. Very
quiet, energy efficient. Lots of extras. No
parties. June 1st. $425.
434-2100
Sublet May/Summer - Hunters Ridge lownhouses.
New. Furnished. Angela, 432-0526
Cheap! 3 BR, College Sation. June - August. $100/mo.
x5971,433-6813
Private Rooms Avaiabie In Hunters Ridge - Summer.
Cheap rent! 432-0957
_^
Sublet - Female. May. Okfe Mil
negotiable. Cal Lynnette, 434-7109.

Vilage.

$140

College Station Townhouse* - $$$ Premier quality
housing, central beaten, park al door. 3 stories/4 BR
completely furnished including W/D (utilities extra).
Groups of 4 or 5. Call 434-9720 or 896-1500.
University Court - Townhouse. Pool. W/D, microwave,
newly furnished Walking distance. '90-'91 school year
Call 433*488

$120/Mo. - Campus Condos, summer sublet, 5 BR 2
bath, furnished. 5 min. walk to campus. Cal 433-2973.

2 Rooms May-Summer - Duke Garden Apts $100
each 432-6603

5 BR House - With 2 fui baths. Large facilities with
range, refrigerator 4 DW. Rent as a group lor $880 or a
single room starts at $165. Call Berkeley Realty,
434-1876.

Hey I Cool room. Furnished. Campus Condos. $125
negotiable. A.C., 433-3800.

Summer - 2 BR room air. deck, nice big yard. Quiet
neighborhood. No pets. Non-smokers. 4344166
University Place - Furnished 4 unlumished 3 4 4 BR
still avaiabie. Private rooms start at $175. Call Berkeley
Really today! 434-1876

Cheap Rent - University Place. $169. 4 BR microwave.
Pat, 434-3751.

5 BR House - Close to campus for next year. June or
July lease. Al new appliances. Partially furnished.
234-8317

May/Summer - Large room in house. SlOO/oller. Chris,
432-9002

Excellent Location - Madison Square
$200/mo. lulry furnished. 432-1276

Large House - New kitchen. 2 Ml baths, off-street
parking, security light. 433-6156. Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, 9 am - 3 pm.

4 BR Condo - College Station, 4 females. W/D, air,
lumiure.
$200/mo.
*
security.
Call
collect,
(804)973-5047.

Manor

2 Story Victorian Home - With 3 large BR 6 2 fui
baths. Located on the comer of Gay St. 4 N. High Rent
only $750. Call Berkeley Realty. 434-1876.

Mint-Storage Units - LMock 4 keep key, 200 sq. ft.
$35/mo. 15 min. from campus. 896-2915 day or
evening

College Station Townhouse - Fully furnished for 4,
W/D, energy elticiert $2007mo. (703)250-7137

May/Summer Sublet - Spacious Madison
townhouse. Pool. Negotiable. 432-1844

Cheapl 2 BR Hunter's Ridge sublet.
433-0417, Juie or Jll.

7 4 8.433-6751.433-1632

Hunters Ridge Townhouse - 2 living rooms, 4 BR. all
appliances, quality Smok. iouse furniture. Nicer than
newl $225 each. Call 433-1333 evenings.

Apts. Close To Downtown - 10 blocks from campus.
Debra, 434-6447.

W/D,

University Towers - 2 BR apt, 2 people. Fuly
furnished, free water, 200 yarda from quad, sublet lor
May/summer. Cal 434*141.

Lofts -1 is stained 4 varnished, looks great. Cal x4795
Furnished 4 BR, 2 Bath Apt - For 4-6 non-smoking
females. Summer or fall. $200 each including heat,
water, laundry lacities 434-1574

past Howard Johnson's Restaurant. Available
June 1st. Lease/deposit. (480.

'90-'91
Townhouse
University Court.
microwave, new furniture. Call RJ, 433-6488

Madison Square - 1 double & 2 single rooms, 2-1/2
baihs.
W/D,
color
TV
Near
campus
$1,000/student/semesler
Call
Dave
Peraurt,
(703)856-2406.

4 BR - 2 full baths, W/D, dose to campus. Call between

new. Very energy efficient. Port Rd., 1 mie

Rent

Very Nice University Place Condo - Fully furnished,
microwave, lull W/D. 433-5409 or 433-2527, Tracy.

1 Large BR - Contemporary kitchen, W/D, backyard,
lots of privacy, partially furnished. 6 blocks. All utiHes
included Available June 1st. $215 x 3 females. Phone
434-1940 or 288-5055.

Large yard (we mow), lots ol extras. Almost

BR.

Need A PtaceFor Next Year? University Place. 4 BR 2
bath. Call Katrry. 434-6065 or Mario, 432-6618.

JM Apts. - 2.1 BR, $250; 1.3 BR. $500; 1.2 BR $350.
Laundry available. 434-1847

3 Large BR Duplex

2

Hay/Summer Sublet - Hunters Ridge, 5 BR, rent
negotiable. 432-0144

Large House - 5 minute walk to JMU. Available
*f20m. 433-2126

9 BR House In Cm/ Limits - But with privacy.
Appliances included. Available 5/1/90. Call 433-2080
after 4 pm.

Summer Sublet - Hunters Ridge,
negotiable. Call Beth, 433-0444.

$120/llo. - Campus Condos, summer sublet. 5 BR 2
bath, furnished. 5 min walk to campus. Cal 433-2973.

University Court
Beautifully furnished 4 BR
townhouse for women.
Pool, deck, AC, walking distance.
Available August Great rent.
X6491, 9 to 5.
Sublet - For June/July. 2 rooms, University Place. 1 has
private bath. S150/mo. or offer, each. 433-7401.
2 Renters Needed For New Townhouse - 4 BR lulry
furnished end unit at Hunters Ridge. Call x4196.
Sublet ROOM h Pool House - Private pool in backyard.
Perfect for summer session. $150. Call Chris al
433-6663

Single BR,

Commodore 64 Computer - Disk drive. Panasonic
printer 4 various software Best offer. Scott, 433-1543,
evenings.
2 Piece BR Set, 2 piece living room set, 4 piece dinette.
wall unit. Cal Cheryl, 432-1780. Excellent condition,
negotiable prices.
Loft - Good condition. $40Vnegotiable. Cal Darin,
x505t.
'88 Mustang GT - 5 speed, V*, premium sound, air,
cruise, etc. Dark blue, excellent condition. Need to sel getting marriedl 289-5052
Super Lores - Stained, varnished. Incredible amount of
space Realty nee, must see. Price is negotiable Call
Buddy or Dave, x5760
4 Nintendo Games - $100. Includes Double Dribble.
Double Dragon. Gregg. x4907.
Computer - Tandy 1000 SX. IBM compatible. Printer,
software 4 other accessories included. $750. Cal x7675.
2 Roundtrtp Tickets To Hawaii -$20O/best offer
Chris, x5696.
Vilage Loft WMt She* - Great
negotiable. Cal Dawn. x4460.

condition.

$50

2 Stained Lofts Wlh Shelves - Very sturdy. $35. Call
Karen, x5071.
VHege Su» Loft - Good condition. $25. Cal John,
X4B60.
Loft - Stained, ladder, shelves $45. Cal Mandy, x52S6

May/Summer Sublet - Room in The Neighborhood, 547
S. Mason. $12S/mo. Call Jennler, 432-6279.
Girls Living m Wayland Next Year 4 would like to
switch lor a great room in Gilford (1st floor). Cal us.
x4329.

Left - With refrigerator 4 upper shelves. Cal Cindy,
X4350.
Dtoeetone Loft) Tal 4 sturdy with headshel 4 safety
bar. Bedspnngs fill $50 or best offer. Cal Elaine, x4262

University Court Townhouse - 5-10 minute walk Irom
campus. 2 large BR ideal for 4, $160 each, negotiable
W/D. pool, deck Trish, 433-3552; Nova, (703)250-7938.

Leveeeat - Sleeper! $100 or best alter. Cal Elaine,
14262.

3 BR University Place - August - August. $175 each.
433-3832.

Loft — Good condition. Fits u rooms. Shin mdudod.
$50 or best otter. Cal Doug, x5740.

May/Summer Sublet - Hunters Ridge.
Negotiable. Dave, 433-5788, afternoons.

5 Piece Pearl Drue KM - Includes; DW2O00 4 DWS002
cheaters double bass pedals, 22" ride ft HH. $350 obo.
4 Tama Octobers. $275. Everything sounds great
Dave. 432-1669.

Own

BR.

Check This Out! Roommate needed next year. 3 BR
apt Furnished with (replace. Own rooml $1807mo. Call
432-0443.
Summer Sublet - Cheapl Furnished, private room,
equipped kitchen, W/D. AC. Make an offer. Cal Knsta,
433-0315.
Ashby Crossing - May & summer. $115 ♦ utilities.
Elizabeth, 433*780.

Sturdy Loll With Attached Closet
Pole - $40.
Summer storage available. Cal Jennler, 432*279.
Left - Great condition! 4 leet tal detachable ladder,
price negotiable. Melanre, 828-4109.
Loft - Price negotiable Cal John at 432-0453.
Double Loft - L-shape, painted. $80. Storage inducted
x7688.

May-August 1 Sublet - 3 BR available. 1408 S. Main
house. Rent negotiable. Cal Inge or Kim, 433-8031.
Need 1 Female To Stun Great Townhouse - In
Forest Hills. Private, furnished BR with separate
entrance. $175rmo. Lease 6/1/90 thru 5/31/91. Cal Jill at
433-3666.
3 BR Apt - Cbse to campus. Starts June ». Holds 3-5
people. No smokers. No pets. Cal 433-8283. Jom

•84 Chevrolet Cemaro - Red. loaded, T-top, excellent
condition. Must sell. $7,800. Cal alter 7 pm,
(703)550-7530.
3 Piece BR Set A Bed - Cheapl Cal Karen. 434-9820.
Furniture - Inexpensive, good condition! Entertainment
center, dinng table, deskl 432-1765
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S Piece Sectional Couch, collee table, hutch, computer
work station with printer stand, small tridge, desk chair,
bar, baseball cards. 433-6076
Loft - Stained, seperate ladder, refrigerator shelf,
multi-shelves. Call x4669.
Double Mattress 1 Bed Spring - Only 1 year old.
Excelent condition. $65. Call Shelly at 433-5526
1986 Festive Ford -18,380 miles Air, radio, tape deck
$4,995. Telephone 828-4232.

SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
COLLEGE STATION UNIT FOR SALE.
Price reduced on this 4 BR fully furnished
BRICK town house.

Best value in Kburg on a student townhouse.
Cal Mike or Jo Ann at Berkeley Realty.
434-1876

Summer Camp Jobs - Are available al resident Girl
Scout Camps in Va. Minimum age 18 or graduated high
school. Unit counselors, unit leaders, pool stall, nature &
crafts directors, cooks 4 kitchen workers are needed
June 15 - Aug. 15, 1990 Call (202)337-4300, Ruth
Ensor or (703)660-6286, Maile Sheeran, lor an
application Girl Scout Council ol the Nation's Capital.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Donegan's Pub - Seeking to replace our JMU barmaids
who are graduating. 1 or 2 days a week including Friday
or Saturday, 3 pm to 11 pm, $35/shilt ♦ great tips *
bonus. Must be 21 years old or older. 433-1689
Attention - College students, your summer opportunity
has arrived. Lots ol hours, lots ol overtime, travel
available, compelitive pay. Large Richmond moving
company needs helpers 4 packers. Contact: Personnel
Dept., DunMar Moving Syslems, 2602 Deepwater
Terminal Rd, Richmond, VA 23234. (800)289-4004

Light Gray Carpet - 9x12, Staingard, best offer. Cal
Dawn, x4226.

Fun Summer Job! Are you energetic with a good
personality? We have good working conditions, flexible
hours 4 great pay1 Call 434-7787, ask for Ihe manager

Stained Loft for Bluestone Village. Bookcase unit,
shelves Michelle, x5440.

Partknt Bartender - Call 434 3673 alter 3 pm.

Someone To Live Kay/Summer With 3 Drunks - $75.
10 min walk lo campus. Call Erik, 433-3978.

JMUT-Shirts
Sweats, tank-tops, shorts
Wed., 4/25 & Thurs., 4/26
Harrison Hall Breezeway

Person Needed To Share University Place Apt. Spring semester. 6 mo. lease. $205/mo. Call x5374.

Kim Dustln - Here's you personal. Keep running 4 stay
pure!
1800 Yearbooks Art Here! Come pick yours up at the
WCC East Patio, 10-4. Don't forget your Student ID. In
case ol inclement weather, we won't distribute that day.
Nick - Congratulations! You're a great T*E Little Bro.
Heather.
For Those Who Appreciate Out Of The Ordinary
Clothing-Benetton, Valey Mall.
4/27, Pig Roast - Advance tickets, $1 for seniors, $3 lor
general public.
Psnderson - I tried to get you a Blazer, but they
wouldn't let me buy it on credit. Happy birthday anyway!
I love youl

Big "D" - You are the sunshine ol my life. Bubba
T-Shlrts - Co-ed naked lacrosse 4 JMU Hot Dog.
433-6076
.
Sara Chesley - Thanks lor everything! Here's lo the
start ol a historic friendship! Sncerely, A "Want lo bebest Friend.
Least Almost Up? Leasing lor summer? Lots to do? No
problem! Clean stroke carpet cleaners, professional
carpet cleaning at student discount rates. Cheaper than
renting messy machines. Average 4 person apt. only $5
per roommate. Call us today. Well help you get your
deposit back 433-7954
Congratulations To The New Brothers Of OXW Debbi Cabell, Lynn Conception, Jennifer Eggleston,
Jennifer Gessner. Melame Gibson, Kathy Huber, Ed
Kalletta, Heather Munro 4 John Soleb. We love you
fluys

2 Bluestone Lofts - Painted with shelves, tan carpet,
price negotiable x4462

Summer Employment - Need dependable energetic
young people lor moving company. Long hours, good
pay. Pullen Moving Company, Woodbidge, VA.
(703)550-8077
Attention Graduates! Live-in counseling position.
Outdoor therapeutic school. Hiking 6 canoeing important
part ol program. Live, work 4 play with troubled
teenagers who need your help. Excellent opportunity to
develop both individual 4 group counselling skills. H
looking lor position before graduate school 4 interested
in real life experiences, the could be your |ob Many ol
our counselors go on to professional careers 9-12 mo.
minimum commitment necessary. $15,00O/yr. * benelits.
Call New Dominion School, (804)983-2051.
Costume Sewing Position - For JMU Dinner Theatre
May 8 - June 22. $1,400 6 10 meals/week. Skilled
sewers only need apply. Contact Pam Johnson. x6474.
Holiday Trav-L-Psrk - Looking lor Va. Beach locals lo.
summer employment. Positions available in stores,
regstration
6
maintenance.
Contact
Ginny,
(804)425-0249.

Lost - Females Citizen Quartz Watch lost last Thursday
in the Otde Mill or McGraw-Long area. Reward Anne,
x7632.
Found - Women's eyeglasses in parking lot between
Hillside 4 PC Dukes. x5784.

Horizon Sum Tan is your professional tanning center.
Both UVA4 UVB rays. Phone 434-1812 or stop by 1106
Reservoir St.
Valley Auto Glass - For insurance-approved, mobile
service, call 432-0949.
Battery Supply - Brand-name quality at wholesale
prices. Call 434-5155.
Word Processing Term Papers, Reports - Resumes,
etc. Judy Shaw. 828-2748.

Summer Employment - Now accepting applications lor
summer employmerrl al Ihe university. Approximately 45
employees needed May 7 - Aug. 24,1990. Positions will
be available with grounds, housekeeping, building
maintenance 4 moving crews. Must be available to work
40 hours/wk, 730 am lo 4 pm, Monday through Friday.
$4/hr; no state benefits. A Va. application is required 4
may be picked up in the loyer of Hillcrest House or at
any Va. Employment Commission office. Closing date
for applications is Apr. 27,1990. EOE/AA
Mother'i Helper - School year 1990-1991. 1-5:30 pm,
Monday - Friday. 5 4 8 year old. Car required. Call
433-2271 alter 6 pm.
Warehoust/Dellvtry - Part-time, 8-12 pm, Monday Fnday. Must have good driving record. $5/hr. 434-9975
Summer Jobs In Northern V*. - We are #1 in our
industry 4 162 on INC. Magazine top 500. We are
looking for leaders to be part ol our environmental sales
management team. Candidates must handle enormous
responsibility 4 be able to work unsupervised. All
majors, fast-track training, no experience necessary,
powerful resume builder, pL/ft.. flexible schedule, $12/hr.
♦ commission 4 bonus. We donl work hard... We work
smart! Limited number of positions. The best summer
job in Northern Va. awaits you! Call Mr. Gallrgan,
(703)425-6732. MTI Inc.

Congratulations To All The New AXP Brothers -

RYCO - The past 7 months have been the best! 4 the
8th is just a 4 hour drive away...I love you! RMCO,
anytime.

Love, the AXP Sweethearts.

Greenhouse Guys - Thanks lor helping us with out

Cindy Lynn - I'll miss you next year roomie! Laurie Beth

Adoption - A place in our hearts forever 4 ever. A baby
would be our dream come true. We can provide a home
filled with much warmth 4 love. Please call us at
(703)690-7345 colled.

Kerry - Here's your personal! Surprised? Thanks lor
being a Inend, great talks, breakfasts, lazy Sundays,
long drives 4 general loolishness. The past 1-1/2 years
have been wonderful. I have a sneaky feeling they're just
the beginning. Love, Erik.

Congratulations To The Chi Phi Epsllons - Cecil,
Jonnie, Rob, Tom, Kevin, Steve, Doug, Pirn, Greg, Nick,
Mark McK., Chris, Dave R., Dave S., Bill. Matt, James,
Thomas 4 Paul. Your Brother/Advisor Jim.

M.

Greenhouse T-Shirts Art Back - You know who lives
there so lind one of us 4 buy a shirt. Help support
wildlife 4 experience the greenhouse effect. 433-4007
Hot Shot - Its a loving thing. Try to understand.

Word Processing - Call Kendal, 234-8725.

Environmentally Concerned? Learn transportation
elleciency Speaker, Duke M209,7:30 pm, tonight!

Typing Service - 25» years experience. $1.50/pg. Call
Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

Johnnies Heritage 4 No Shelter - At Hillside Field,
Apr. 27th.
Heading For Europe This Summer? Jet there anytime
Irom DC or NYC lor $160 or less with AirMch ( as
reported in Consumer Reports, NY Times 4 Let's Go!)
For details, call Akhitch, (212)864-2000.
Go Home This Summer In Head Turning Styles From
Benetton.
Greenhouse T-shirts - Get yours now. Drink in it later.
Happy 21st Birthday Pat! Love. Liz.

1 Female Roommate - To live in 4 BR apt. with 3 other
girts on
Grace
St.
(directly
across
Irom
Anthony-Seeger). Call Natalie, x7544 or Mindy,
433-5374.

Madisonian Auditions - JMU's popular show choir.
Monday or Wednesday, Apr 23, 25, Music Building
B-71. Bnng a memorized pop or Broadway song 4 a
change of clothes lor movement audiiion. Men, have no
fear, we look lor potential! Call x6393 for more info.

2 Roommates - Hunters Ridge townhouse: male,
lemale. Call Mike, 432-0937.

Julie - "Nothing can compare 2U." Thanks lor
everythingl Later Taler

2 Female Roommates - Non-smokers, neat,
conscientious, needed lor summer. 3 blocks Irom JMU
No lease required. 434-3101

Va Beach - Groups, discount rales. May 6 June. 52 unit
motel, Atlantic Ave. Free rooms lor parlies available.
(804)422-9011.

Needed! 2 roommates need 1 roommate. Rent $94/mo.
Water 4 electric included. Call Ann at 433-3893

Communicate - Around the world via amateur radio.
For inlo about a class in the fall, send name 4 campus
address lo Prof. Tim Taylor, K4SAD, Malh Dept.

Female Roommate Needed - For 2 BR townhouse.
Near JMU. $140/mo. Call 432-4635. Can call anytime of
the day/night! It not there, keep Iryingl
Graduate Student Graduating In December 4 looking
for a fall lease. Please call Rob at 433-4826 for info.
Sublet Summer -1 BR available. $100/negoliable. Call
Theresa, x4662.

Free Travel Benefits - Cruise ships 4 casinos now
hiring! All positions! Cal (602)638-8685, ext. Y4707.

Got Any Cheap, Sturdy Fumtturt You Need To Get
Rid Of? I need a dresser/wardrobe. Can Michelo, x5658.

Free Travel Benefits - Airlines now hiring! All positions!
$17,500 - $56,240. Call (602)838-6885. ext. X4707.

JMU IBM Graduate - Looking lor someone to share
apt. in Northern Va. Cal Michelle, (703)590-3786.

Black Arts Evening - Wednesday, 8 pm, PC Ballroom.
Ronda - Graduation, here we come! Yea! You've been
an awesome roommate 4 my best fnend. II miss you.
Love, Dweezilbrain.
Alpha Gam - Sisters forever. I love you guys' Beckie
Butfy A.K.A. Stephen Smith - My Inends still lust after
your body, but no paths will cross. Got it? YNSSA
Moose - 3 months ago I wondered il I would have any
purpose to mention your 20 4/4 in the classifieds:
fortunately lor me, I do I want to thank you lor
everything since your unbirthday 4 I hope this (one) is
even better! You're the best. I love you. Crane.
Huge T-Shirt Salt - Wednesday
Breezeway, Harrison Hall, 9-4.

4

Thursday.

Chap A103 - Well, it's over, 111 always remember the
UP lounge, TKE nights, The Dead, cig breaks 4 all ol
you. I'll miss you. Love, Jen.
Harmony - Reorganizational meeting, Wed, Apr. 25,
Johnston J-8. Everyone welcome.

Someone To Share Storage with lor the summer.
Stacey, x5716.

f Non-Smoking Male - To share 4 BR, 2 bath, My
lumshed townhouse with 2 females 4 1 other male.
August-August. Contact Leslie, 433-5046.

Senior kidnapping. We all had a blast. Love, Z£E.

tB00 Yearbooks Art Herat Come pick yours up at Ihe
WCC, East Patio. 10-4. Donl forget your Student ID. In
case of inclement weather, we wont distribute that day.

Resumes, Typing - Half-price. Contact Deborah Toth
at 269-4001.

Summer Jobs - Work in Chartotiesville or Northern Va
Student Services Moving Co. or Student Service' Typing/Word Processing - By professional secretary.
Housepainters, Inc. See our display ad on page 23. Cai i Liz Modleton. 289-9954.
(800)766-6831.
Terrific Typist - Fast, accurate, reasonable. Near JMU
LOOKING FOR AN OUTSTANDING SUMMER
Call Angie. 434-4332.
INTERNSHIP IN WASHINGTON, DC?
WANTED
Gain first-hand experience in MARKETING, PUBLIC RELATIONS, FUNDRAISING & MEDIA REFemale - $100/mo. Ashby Crossing sublease. 1 BR,
LATIONS! See Mary Morach at Office of Career
lumshed. Monica, 433-6073.
Services or CALL: James Kloibert ('89) at
American Youth Hostels, (202)783-0717.

1348-C - Thanks lor the hospitality. I'm going to miss
you all (even Sam 4 Sherman) next year. Your neighbor.

Brian Maher - Congratulations on becoming one of the
newest Brothers ol AXA. You are a great asset. Love,
Your Big Sis.
Snookumt - Thanks so much for an awesome year 4
lots of laughs. Bears writing letters, late night doorbells,
Purcell Park, countertops, first legal 6 pack pictures 4
"Rendezvous' at all hours. So glad you transferred!
Remember, 1 love you more!" Pookie
March For Lift - In Washington, DC. Apr. 28th. Be
there!
University Seal With Wreath, Dukes Gym, RUN-JMU,
Speed Racer 4 more. T-shirts, sweatshirts, tank-tops.
Harrison Hall Breezeway Wednesday 4 Thursday.

Speaker Tonight! Dr. Cudahe Irom Transportation
Department. 7:30 pm, Duke M209.

Ennls (Or Is It Elnus?) I love you. Erma

CPR Classes - Call 269-2906 lor info 4 registration.

Stephanie - Best m Big Sister. Thanks lor everythingl
Love, Bryan.

Adoption - Love, laughter 4 a brother's hand to hold.
Our family longs lor the baby who will till our hearts.
Lets help each other. Call collect, Ron 4 Karyn,
(804)978-7104.

Harmony - Reorganizational meeting, Wed., Apr. 25,
Johnston J-8. Even/one welcome.

Senior Ptg Roast -1-6 pm. food, beverage 4 bands.

Suzanne - You're the best. We love you. Your Alpha
Angels.

Greenhouse T-Shlrts
Greenhouse (shirts.

T-shirts.

Apr. 28th In Washington DC - Unborn women have
rights loo!

IBM Yearbooks Am Here! Come pick yours up at the
WCC East Patio, 10-4. Donl forget your Student ID. In
case of inclement weather, we won't distribute that day.

Ben Thonwaon - Congratulations! You made ill AXA
has gained an awesome Brother! Love, You Big Sis

-

Greenhouse

Trad.
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ST — You're the love of my life, man
of my dreams, answer to my prayers,
fulfillment of my fondest wishes.
Swami — Happy 21st, predictor!
Alan — Boy are you tall.
Cain is lame!
Michelle — I'll miss our 11 o'clock
lunches. Jenn.
Lisa & Doug — Yall are schmaltzy

Would you want to go all summer without
saying how you really feel?
Final classified ad deadline for the year is
TUESDAY at NOON.
Bring your ad to The Breeze office, located in
the basement of Anthony-Seeger.
All ads must include a name and phone number.
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~J Steve, Sandra, Marj, Sally,
Laura, Julie, Colleen,
Dave B., Kevin K.,
Patrick Nellies_^_
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of employees that
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hald
Yo°u mSe tough times easy and the good
times better.

drive that you gave at
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(We'll be open until 2a.m. during exam week)
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$7.00 ;$8.oo ;$9.oo :$6.oo :$7.oo
for any medium
regular, three
topping ptzza
plus 2 Free Dnnks

433-0606
Free
Delivery

I
I
I
I
I

L

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Dnnks

I for any large
regular, three
I topping pizza
I plus 4 Free Dnnks
433-0606
433-0606
I
Free
Free
I
Delivery
Delivery
M
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for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Dnnks

433-0606
Free
Delivery

I
I
I
I
I

for any medium
regular, three
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Drinks

433-0606
Free
Delivery

